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ABSTRACT

cascading menus are some of the most commonly-used widgets in
graphìcal user interface (GUI) systems. Dependingupon the number
of menu items and the number of submen,rr, .urãudirrg menus may
have elongated paths with corner steering, which causes navigation
and selection errors. To resolve the corner steering problem, most
current cascading menus implement an explicit tirne delay between
the cursor entering or leaving a parent menu item and pósting/rin-
posting the associated menu. The objective of thjs thesisìs to dãsign,
implement, and evaluate Adaptive Activation-Area Menus (AAMUs),

1 "uy 
technique to improve cascading menu performance by resolv-

ing the corner steering and time delay problu.,,r. This technique
creates a localized triangular activation area between the *".r., u d
the child submenu that helps in quick diagonal navigation without
imposing any time delay. The AAMU technique imprãves item serec-
tion in comparison to existing techniques and also creates a better
user experience with cascading menus.
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There is no question that there is an
u:se.en world. The problem is, how far

is it from midtown and hora løte is it
opsn.

- Woody Allen
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DEFINITIONS

Cøscøding lnenu: A cascading menu or a hierar"T:1T"tt is a sub-

menuofcf'oi-cã'hut"u'"related'totheitemintheparent
menu ti-tat rnvotes the submenu' The presence of a submenu

is indicated ;; ; "r; 
to the right ãr tn" parent item that

invokes/Posts the submenu'

Cascøding ltem: A'cascading item or a parent item is an item that has

a child submenu associated wiUn it' The items with no child

submenus u'" '"f"""d 
to as non-cascading item'

Cascøding Density: The term d'escribes llt "Ï*:Tt 
t:*"Oing items

in a menu' fitf" ""*Uer 
of cascading items in a menu is highea

the value of cascading density is higher as well and vice versa'

CøscadingLeuels:Acascadinglevelordepthrefersto'amenus'posi-
tion in the *;';"hy'nî" fi1" ou'""'menu is at level one' the

first child J;;"t; at level #" 
"rra 

so on' The more levels a

cascading menu has' the deeper it is'

P ost/Inaokel Appear : Used' interchangeabty for submenu activation'

ütrhen u pu,",'t item is u.ti'ut"i by äitne' clicking or hovering

the cursor over it, the subme,ì,, uJ'o.iuted with that item will

aPPear to the-right of the parent menu'

lJnpostflleaoke/Disøppear:IJsed'rnterchangeablyforsubmenudeac-
tivation'\Mhenthecursorl"*"'u'iuUeâayactivatedparent
item,thesJmenuassociated.withthatitemdisappears.

DeføultTechnique:Used,fortheMicrosoftWindowstraditionalcas-
cading *"'"'' fo' example the start menu in MS Windows'

xl



INTRODUCTION

Menus are an important erement of a graphicar use¡ interface (GUÐ
and appear ubiquitously in WIM. (window, icon, menu, pointing
device) inte¡faces. They provide users a convenient means of interac_
tion with the system to select and perform various operations. As
software systems become more comprex, menus expand in size and
thereby affect navigation performance. To make menu navigation
more efficient and to categorize the selection process, menus are
sometimes designed as cascading menus.

Figure r: An eront"r:,g-ritn,¡ausing a movemenr error. The submenuappears unexpectedty as tñe cursoï crosses the border of theupper irem (Adapted from [roj). 
---*v urL ,



Althoughcascadingmenusprovidetheadvantageofpresenting

a large number of selections within a small screen sPace, they are

limited in several ways. In haditional cascading menus, selecting

an item in the child submenu requires the user to move the cursor

along an elongated path. As a result, menu navigation becomes more

difficult with an increasing number of levels in submenus' users have

to slide their cursor through narrow paths causing them to make

movement errors since longer and naÏrower paths decrease efficiency

of steering with the mouse or a pointing device fz' ú| As shown

inFigurel,anelongated,andnarrowpathcancauseunexpected

selections and unintended submenu aPPearance or disappearance

due to straying mouse movements'

Additionally, traditional cascading menus include a time delay'

\Âtrhen users are navigating through a menu and bring their cursor to

a cascading item, the child submenu is posted after a period of zoo

ms.Thetimedelayisintendedtoimprovethesteeringproblembutit

slows down the navigation process. An alternate option is to click on

the cascading item to open the child submenu to pre-empt the delay'

Ttris clicking further slows down the interaction Process and over

time it can become bothersome for the users. Also, the delay could

be too long for some users and too short for others. Additionally,

individual preferences depend. on many factors, including expertise

of the user, context of the operation they are performing, and user

fatigue [6].

In my thesis, I have developed a new technique 
' 
Adaptiae actiaøtion-

are{t menus or AAMUs, to improve selection and navigation in linear

cascading pull-down menus. This technique facilitates the task of



target acquisition by removing the need to steer through narrow
elongated paths, without forcing the user to wait. This technique
introduces an adaptive activation area that changes its size with
respect to the size of the child cascading menu and cursor position,
providing the user a broad path to steer and alowing diagonal
movements- I expect that this technique will enable users to nav_

igate through cascading menus faster and with fewer errors than
traditional solutions.

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows: Chapter z provides
a background that reviews related literature on menus and their
various vpes. chapter 3 introduces the problem statement that
describes the specific problems to be addressed by this research,

as well as its scope and lirnitations. Chapter 4 contains a detailed
discussion of the proposed technique, its design and characteristics

as well as problems found in the initial design. section 5 provides a

detailed description of the methodology that was used to improve
the initial design and the final experiments and their results. Finaily,
the document ends with summary and fufure work.



RELATED WORK

In this chapter, I wilt survey the theoretical models specific to menu

navigation and selection. I will then describe various traditional

techniques in cascading linear pull-down menus and discuss their

limitations.

2.7 THEORETICAL MODELS FOR PREDICTING PERFORMANCE IN

MENU SELECTION

Researchers have developed theoretical models to predict perfor-

mance in menu navigation and selection.

Fitts' law: Fitts'law is a robust and widely adopted model for human

movement. It was fust published by Paul Fitts [8] in ry54'The

law predicts the time required to move from a starting position

to a final target area and describes the time as a function of the

distance to the target and the size of the target.

The mathematical model for Fitts'law and its applications to

HCI was established by MacKenzie lrz,4l and is also known

as the Sha¡non formulation. The formulation quantifies the

movement task's difficulty, known as the Lndex of Difficulfy or

ID,in terms of the distance required to capture the target and

the size of the target.



2,1 THEORETICAL MODELS FOR PREDICTING PERFORMANCE IN MENU SELECTION

tD : 
"r, (#* t) ,

where D is the dístance and W is the width of the object (see [rz]

for details). The Movement Time or MT is described as:

MT:albxID,

where a and b are constants that are empirically determined by

linear regression (see [rz] for details). Fitts'law predicts that it

is easier to capture a target with a large size and is closer to the

cursor.

This law has been used to model the action of pointing on

computers using fingers and mice and has assisted in designing

user interfaces [3, g, a5). For example, Fitts'law aided the design

of pie menus and resulting studies have shown that pie menus

are more efficient and more accurate in comparison to linear

menu items [5].

However, Fitts'law has its lirnitations as well. It applies only

to movement in a singie dimension and not to movement in

two dimensions. Mackenzie and Buxton [r4] suggested some

changes to improve the model's performance for zD target

acquisition tasks.

Steering Løzts: Accot's law or the steering law [r] is a¡r extension of

Fittsl law to two dimensional modeling arrd steering of human



2.1. THEORETICAL MODELS FOR PREDICTING PERFORMANCE IN MENU SELECTION

movement. It predicts the average time necessary to navigate or

steer a pointing device (e.9., a mouse or stylus) through a zD

path, tu¡nel or trajectory. h this path, the user must t¡avel from

one end to the other as quickly as possible, while staying within

the confines of the path. This law has been used in modeling

users performance in navigating a hierarchical cascading menu

and it is also used to evaluate the performance of various input

devices [z]. This model describes that the time required to travel

a trajectory is directly proportional to the distance traveled and

inversely proportional to the width of the path. The steering

law was mathematically derived from Fitts'law. Lr its general

form, the steering law expresses the time T required to steer

through a tunnel as:

A
. r IlI:A+b-. w'

where T is the average time to navigate through the path, W is

the width of the path, A is the length of the path and a and b

are empirically-determined constants (see [z] for details).

A limitation of the steering law is that the law has been verified

for only a few path shapes and widths. For instance, steering is

difficult through sharp corners and narrow paths [16], which

explains the navigation problems in traditional menus.



2.2 MENU TYPES

2.2 MENU TYPES

Software applications are becoming increasingly complex. More

functionality is offered with every new version and, as a result,

GUIs are also increasing in complexity. Menus are multiplying in

size, making it more difficult for the user to navigate through them.

There are various categories of menus for different device types

and researchers have developed a number of menu designs for each

category to improve menu navigation and the selection process in

user interfaces. The main categories include:

Linear Cascading Menus: Linear menus are the most common type of

menus in use. They can be used with mice or pens. Menu items

are generally arranged in a linear format, listing items from the

top to the bottom of the screen or window. The submenus are

arranged hierarchically, i.e., a parent cascaded item contains the

submenu. The linear cascading menus are further categorized

AS:

Pull-Down Menus: Th"y are usually used in menu bars, which

are located at the top of the window or screen. A user

activates the menu by clicking on its name and the menu

opens in a drop-down form, presenting the possible oper-

ations that could be performed. An example is the menu

bar in Microsoft Word.

Pop-Up Menus: A pop-up menu, urùike the drop down menu,

can open anywhere on the screen based on the cursor posi-
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tion. An example is the context menu in Microsoft Windows,

which is activated by right clicking the mouse.

Pen-Based Menus: Pen-based systems allow users to interact using

a stylus instead of a traditional keyboard and mouse. Mark-

ing menus [rr] are an example of pen-based menus.A mark-

ing menu allows a user to perform a menu selection by ei-

ther poppirg-rp a radial (or pie) [5] menu, or by making a

slraight mark in the direction of the desired menu item without

popping-up the menu. Unlike linear mîus, marking menus

can be operated "eyes free" because selection is based on direc-

tion of movement, not position.

Adaptiue Menus: Researchers have designed different menu organiza-

tion schemes for puli-down menus to reduce Fitts'law targeting

requirements and to improve performance. Adaptive menus,

as the name suggests, d¡mamically change their appearance or

content over time in response to how they are being used. For

example, an item list in a menu cou-ld be restructured based

on usage frequency. Frequently used items are dynamically ar-

ranged on the top. Users have no control over the restructuring

process. An example of an adaptive menu is the menu bar in

the Microsoft Office zoo3 suite. Split menus fufl are an example

of adaptive menus.

Adøptable Menus: Adaptable menus are user controlled and allow

the users to customize the interface on the basis of individual

preferences. For example, users can choose the menu items they

want to have displayed in the top partition, as well as modify
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the existing arrangement. A comparison of static, adaptive, and

adaptable menus [7] showed that users could optirnize their

performance if they knew about the possibility of adapting and

were able to adapt their menus with a simple interface. Addi-

tionally, the results suggested that providing users with control

over their menus can lead to better perceived performance and

higher overall satisfaction.

2.2.'t Improaements to Cascading Menus

Cascading menus are the most commonly-used technique for han-

dling hierarchical menus, however, selecting items from cascading

menus is prone to errors. Cascading menus demand a high level of

steering accuracy as they require the users to navigate through elon-

gated paths. Also, conventional cascading menus are implemented

with an explicit delay for the posting and unposting of the child

submenu. This delay makes the selection process very slow. With

the increase in complexity and size of cascading menus, there is an

increasing demand for improving their design in order to make the

navigation and selection process faster and easier. Researchers have

designed various techniques to resolve the problems of cascading

pull-down menus. Performance improvements have been obtained

by either decreasing the distance to the menu items, or by increasing

the size of the menu item.



2.2 MENU TYPES

Techniques for decreasing distance

A simple solution to make menu selection and navigation ProceSS

faster is by reducing the Fitts' Law targeting requirement, i'e', re-

ducing the distance to the target. The steering law also predicts that

movement time increases with the length of the path to be covered'

Most of the above-mentioned techniques have only focused on the

selection of firstlevel items in cascading pull-down menus. However,

longer selection times are caused by steering through long distances,

i.e., level two and above. The techniques in Figure z have also been

tested for higher cascading levels'

Figure z: Existing technique: Direction-based cascading menus' Horizontai

motion towardã right opens a submenu near the cursor posi-

tion.(AdaPted from [ro])

Kobayashi and Igarashi [ro] presented an improvement to increase

the usabilify of cascading menus by reducing the navigation dis-

1c)



2.2 MENU TYPES

tance and avoiding the unintended menu posting,/unposting. This

technique has two components. The first considers the direction

of the cursor movement to determine the menu behavior. verticai

movement of the cursor changes the highìighted item within the

current menu and the horizontal motion opens and closes the chüd

submenus, therefore, eliminating the unwanted submenu activation

during menu navigation. second, when the horizontal motion occurs,

the submenu pops up near the cursor position, hence, reducing the

length of the movement path, see Figure z. A user must move the

cuïsor to the right to open up a submenu or to the left to close the

submenu and refurn to the parent menu.

A user study [ro] was conducted to evaluate the performance

benefits of direction-based menus over traditional cascading menus.

users were asked to perform a menu selection task. The menu-

selection process started with the click of the mouse on a certain

item in the menu bar. It ended with the selection of a highlighted

menu item. The hierarchical levels of the menus for the above task

ranged from two to five. The results of the study showed a tzo/o

decrease in menu selection times as well as g5o/"fewer unintended

submenu activations with direction-based menus.

Although the user study showed that this technique helped in

decreasing movement path length, selection time and ,nexpected

submenu activations, there are still limitations. First, the technique

adds additional movements to invoke/revoke submenus, which is
inconvenient and slows down the interaction process. Every time

users need to view a submenu, they have to change the direction

of motion, causing them to experience fatigue. second, as the chitd
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submenu opens closer to the cursof position, submenus overlap their

parent menus, and hide the rest of the parent menu items. If the user

wishes to select a parent menu item while a submenu is open, this

overlapping forces the user to make a left horizontal movement to

ciose the submenu first before interacting with the parent menu.

-+ -+ ì--)

= 
.- )-Þ

parent items with force fields
with force points

(- directional force fields

+
(- (_
+(-

++
--l' '--\j+;+>

l-: .-t ,- ¿i
i+ -)tt +l
-----T----I

force free area

Figure 3: Existing technique: Cascadìng pull-down menus with force fields
(Adapted from [¡]).

To make the selection process faster in traditiona.l cascadittg prll-

down menus, Ahlstrom þ] introduced force fields. Force-field menus

partially take control of the cuïsor movement from the users- Tivo

types of force fields are used. First, when moving from left to right

wiihin a cascading item, the cursor is pushed towards the child

menu and moves faster, optirnizing the navigation Process' Second,

while moving within a non-cascading item, the force fields keep the

cufsor in the middle of the item, preventing the culsor from falling

outside the parent menu; see Figure 3. The most important benefit
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of force-field menus is that they keep the visual structure of the

interface and the interaction technique unchanged.

Ah-lstrom [3] conducted a user study to evaluate the performance

of force enhanced menus over traditional cascading menus. IJsers

were asked to perform a menu navigation and selection task. The

user started the task by clicking a menu and then following the

highlighted items. Once the target item was located, selecting the

item compieted the task. The menu navigation time was recorded.

The hierarchical levels of the menus for the above task ranged from

two to three. The results showed that the force fields decreased

selection times, on average,by t9"/o when a mouse, a track point, or

touch pad was used as an input device.

One disadvantage of this technique is that while moving back-

wards (from right to left), the users experience resistance due to the

force fields acting from left to right. Also, some users do not prefer

losing control of the cursor.

Techniques for increasing width

The steering law suggests a second solution for faster steering by

increasing the width of the path. A wider path is easier to navigate

and less prone to movement errors, causing fewer unintended menu

postings and unposti.gs.

A technique developed by Cockburn and Gin [6] is called Enlarged

actiaation-ørea menus or EMUs, see Figure 4. EMUs improve naviga-

tion through cascading menus by increasing the activation area of the

parent menu associated with each cascaded submenu, providing a

wider path for steering. Also, this technique allows a faster selection
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Figure 4: Erùarged activation-area menus (Adapted from [6]).

process by elirninating the problem of time delays. The activation

areas for each cascading item are increased by extending them up

to the end of the menu or by including all the non-cascading items

before the next cascading item.

Cockburn and Gin [6] conducted a user study to compare the

performance of EMUs against traditional cascading menus. Users

were asked to follow a highlighted path and select the highlighted

target, The hierarchy of the menus for the above task was lirnited

to second level menus. The evaluation showed that EMUs allow

cascaded items to be selected up to 29"/o faster than traditional

menus.

The problem with this technique is that the activation area is

enlarged depending on the density of the cascading items in the

parent menu. As a result, in case of adjacent cascading items, the size

of the activation area will be equal to that of the traditional cascading

menu, offering no performance benefits. Also, users can be distracted
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when a child cascading menu appears whjle they are targeting a

non-cascading item that lies within the enlarged activation area.

Fitts' Law also predicts that target acquisition carr be improved

by increasing the size of the target. Fisheye menus [4] and bubble

cursors [9] are examples of such techniques.

Fisheye menus [4] dynamically increase the size of the target as

the cursor approaches it. They allow many items to be listed on one

screen and are a good solution for viewing on smail devices like

personal digital assistants (PDAs). However, the evaluation of fisheye

menus [4] showed them to be slower than traditional cascading

menus.

Bubble cursors [9] increase the size of the cursor's activation area

at runtime until it encloses at least one target. Bubble cursors are

efficient for abstract targeting tasks, such as in computer games

where the large cursor area helps in quick capturing of a smaller

and fast moving object. FIowever, bubble cursor offers no benefits

in discrete targeting tasks where the target item is static and the

location is known. An example of such a task is menu selection using

cascading pull-down menus.

Being an HCI student, the ultimate goal of my research is to

improve the overall experience of computer interaction for users.

Therefore, for my thesis research, I have chosen to focus only on

cascading pull-down menus which are the most commonly-used

type of menu in WIMP (window, icon, menu, pointing device) based

interfaces such as MS Windows which is the most used operating

system worldwide. I believe any improvement in such a widely

used technique will have a significant impact in the field of human-

r5
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Figure 5: An example of a two-level deep cascading pull-down menu.

A cascading menu or a hierarchical menu (see Figure 5) is a

submenu of choices that are related to the item in the parent menu

that invokes the submenu. usually, the presence of a submenu is

indicated by * arrow to the right of the parent menu item that

invokes/posts the submenu. To invoke a submenu, the user positions

the cursor on the target parent item and either clicks or waits for

(zoo ms) until a submenu appears to the right of the parent menu.

The parent menu item that invokes a cascading submenu is also

referred to as a cascading item.ln the example above, "picture', is the

cascading item that invokes or posts a submenu related to picture

#
Ch¡ld Submenu

1,7
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computer interaction. Other types of menu are outside the scope of

my M.Sc. thesis.
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manipulation. The Start menu in Windows is an example of a very

commonìy-used cascading menu. Another example is the Menu bar

in Mac OS.

3.L PROBLEM STATEMENT

Traditional cascading puli-down menus are the most commonly-used

menus in windows based envirorrments. While cascading menus

provide an efficient way of organizing a large number of menu items,

they are not without problems.
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Figure 6: Examples of steering paths: (a) A typical cascading menu with
corner steering. þ) A diagonal shortcut path reduces movement
time, but inciudes a time delay.

The fust major problem with cascading menus is that they require

the user to steer through long and narrow paths. According to the

steering law,longer paths take a longer time and cause movement

and selection errors [z]. In order to select a menu item in a child

cascading menu, users have to move the cursor through at ieast two
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3.2 SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS

sharp corners, see Figure 6 (a). In a study, Pastel [16] for-rnd that

steering through corners is particularly difficuÌt and slows down the

navigation process. Interestingly, paths with a 45 degree corner are

negotiated faster than 9o degree corï.ers.

Tiaditional cascading menus also offer an alternate diagonal short-

cut path, but with a time delay. This time delay is too short for some

users and too long for others therefore, it not only slows down the

pace of interaction, but also cause unintended submenu posting/un-

posting.

Due to these problems, there is a need for a technique that allows

users to steer through broader paths to quickly reach the submenus

without any time delay between the submenus. This will enable the

users to continue with their interaction process u¡hindered.

3.2 SUGGESTED SOLUTTONS

Several researchers have investigated these problems and presented

two major types of solutions.

Decrease Nøaigatíonøl Distancu As discussed earliei long and nar-

row paths make menu navigation difficult and are,error prone.

Therefore, several researchers have designed cascading menus

in such a way that the navigational distance between par-

ent and child menu is minimal. For instance, Kobayashi and

Igarashi [ro] presented an improvement to cascading menus

that reduces the navigation distance by opening the child menu

79

near the cursor position. Although this technique helps in de-
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creasing movement errors, it does not provide any solution for

the time delay.

Increase Naaigational Area: Corner steering can be eliminated by itr-

creasing the width of the navigational path. Diagonal steering

can reduce navigational distance as well as the number of errors.

There is no need for a time delay in such cases. An example of

this design is a technique developed by Cockburn and Gin [6]

called Enlarged actiaation-area menus or EMUs. EMUs eliminate

the problem of time delay by increasing the activation area of

the cascading item inside the parent menu. The problem with

this technique is that the activation area is enlarged depend-

ing on the density of the cascading items in the parent menu.

Therefore, in the worst-case scenario, the size of the activation

area will be equal to that of the traditional cascading menu,

offering no performance benefits.

3.3 DESIGN CRITERIA

Based on the above surrunary, I propose that an efficient cascading

menu design should fulfill the following criteria;

r. A user should be able to select an item in a child cascading

menu (or submenu) without activati.g *y other cascading

items in the parent menu.

A user should be able to trigger any of the parent menu items

while a child cascading menu is activated.

2.

3. Time delays should be minimized or avoided if possible.
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4. The selection process should be efficient, i.e., faster arrd more

accurate than the default technique

None of the existing techniques fulfill all of the above criteria.



DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF AAMUS

[r this chapte¡, I describe the design and evaluation of a new linear

cascading pull-down menu technique called Adaptiae Actiaation Area

Menus or AAMUs. I specifically designed AAMUs to overcome some

of the problems with existing cascading menu techniques outlined

in chapter 3.

4.1. THE AAMU DESIGN

Adapt¡ve activation
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a

Figure 7: Examples of adaptive activation areas: (a) A long child cascading
menu. þ) A small child cascading menu. (c) úagonai steerin[
paths.
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During navigation, when the users rest the cursor on a cascad-

ing item, a transparent activation area is invoked along with

the chiid submenu-

area adapts its size and starting position ac-

size of. the child menu and the initial cursor

. To chose a submenu item, users can move diagonaliy towards

This activation

cording to the

position.

the child cascading menu' The child submenu remains posted

aslongasthecursorremainsinsidethetriangularactivation

area, see Figure 7 þ)'

. The activation area remains present as long as the cursor is

insidethearea.Iftheuserswanttoactivateanotheritem,fust

they have to move the cursor outside the boundaries of the

current activation area and then point to the desired item'

oAssoonastheculsorentersintoanothercascadingiteminthe

parent menu, the previous activation area disappears and the

new activation area and child submenu aPPear without any

delay.

IhavealsodesignedavariantofAAMUbycombiningforcefields

andAAMUs.Thiscombinationtechniqueiscalledforce-AAMU.

Force-AAMUs provide an additional benefit of reduced navigation

distance in addition to wide steering paths. Force fields are only

implementedwithintheadaptiveactivationarea.oncethecursor

enters the activation area, it is pushed toward.s the right side' As there

are no force fields in the menu items, no resistance is experienced

while entering back into a parent menu, unlike in a force fields menu'
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ii *...

(a) (b)

Figure B: Examples of different arignments for AAMUs (a) A centralry_
aligned child cascading mãnu. &) A top-urigr,"ã àira .ur.uai.g
menu.

Both techniques are impremented in Microsoft visuar studio .NEr
using C# as the programming language.

4.2 ADVANTAGES OF AAMUS

r. The broader activation area enabres users to navigate without
turning sharp corners, which arso reduces the overail navigation
distance.

z' Thjs technique reduces selection errors and fulfills the first
criteria by permitting diagonar moveme'ts without deactivating

the child submenu.

3' The adaptive activation area increases and decreases its size
with respect to the size of the child cascading submenus , offer-
ing performance benefits in all fypes of scenarios.
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4. The semitransparent activation area enables users to continue

interacting with the parent menu while the child submenu is

active, fulfiiling the second design criteria'

5. Removing the time delay when opening a submenu improves

the overall selection time.

6. Force-AAMUs further reduce selection times by reducing the

navigation distance.

4.3 USER STUDIES TO EVALUATE AAMUS

To validate my menu design I ran a user study (this study and its

results have been published [rS]). The study compared AAMU and

its variant force-AAMU, with other eústing techniques, including

traditional cascading menus (default), gesture-based menus [ro],

enlarged activation area menus (EMUs) [6] and force-fields þ]- For

the user study, all menu tyPes were implemented without any time

delay. I compared AAMUs against the strongest existing cascading

menu designs to provide a fa:l. perspective into the merits of each

technique.
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4.3.r Experimentt: Selection

Method

The experiment was conducted on windows Xp using a pentium 
4

machine with r GB of RAM. The experiment was performed using a

mouse.

P articip ants: Eleven university undergraduate students participated

in exchange for course credit. All of them had used the MS

windows default menu and were farniliar with operating a

mouse. None were color blind.
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Figure 9, A1 example of a 3-level-deep selection task in experimentr. The
red item is the target and the green items indicatå the path.
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4.3 USER STUDIES TO EVALUATE AAMUS

Menu Types: The following menu types were tested in this study:

default, AAMU, force-AAMU, EMU, force-fields and gesture-

based.

Task and Stimuli: Participants were required to perform 30 menu

selection tasks with each technique, with ro trials at each of

three cascading menu depths (2, 3, and +). As in a typical

selection task, the user always know the location of a target

item therefore, the path to the target menu item was highiighted

in green to provide users with a visual cue (see Figure g).The

target menu item that users had to select was displayed in red'

Menu length was varied randomly in each level of depth in

every trial with a constant cascading density of 5o'/". The target

menu item always appeared in the last menu depth level. For

each trial, a different path and target position was randomly

generated to prevent users from learning the trial path and

positioning of the target item. At the start of the experiment, the

participants were given five minutes of training with each menu

!r¡,e. Participants were insfructed to complete.tasks as quickly

and as accurately as possible. The order of presentation was

first controlled for menu type and then for depth such that 3o

consecutive trials for each menu type with random depths were

presented at a time. For presentation sequence, a Latin square

of value 6 was used for rr participants. With 6 menu fires,

3 depths, and ro trials per condition, the system recorded a

total of r8o trials for each participant. Participants were allowed

breaks between trials. The experiment took approximately z5

minutes.

z8
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Design: The logged dependent variable (task time) was analyzed

using a 6xl repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA)

for factors interface type (default, AAMU, EMU, force-fields,

force-AAMU, and gesture-based) and menu depth (targets at

cascade depth 2,3, or 4).

Results

The overall results for speed are shown in Figure ro and the raw

statistics are available in Appendix A.r.

Figure ro: A bar graph showing average completion time for different menu
types in experimentr.

There was a significant main effect of menu type on speed (F(5,5o)=28.5,

p<not). Additionaliy, as expected, there was a significant main effect
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4.3 USER STUDIES TO EVALUATE AAMUS

for depth on speed (F(z,zo):172.4, p<.oor). There was also a signifi-

cant menu typexdepth interaction effect (F(ro,roo)=8.9, p<.oot). The

interaction graph is shown in Figure rr. The cause of the interaction

is apparent in the figure, with performance degrading much more

rapidly across depth with default and gesture behaviors than with

the other interfaces. The raw statistics are available in Appendix A.r.

Average Completion Times

-D¿pth2 -Dùprh3 -Döpth4

rÞi
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c

AAMU Force-AAMU Force

Menu Types

Figure rr: An interaction graph showing rapid decrease in speed with
increase in depth, for different menu types in experimentr.

To examine performances of individual menus, I compared each

possible pair of menu types against each other. This was done by

computing a Tukey post-hoc pairwise comparison, using a Bonfer-

roni adjustment. The comparison showed that-the top 3 performing
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techniques were AAMUs, force-AAMUs and force-fields. AAMU

(mean t.g3,s, sd o.55) and force-AAMU (t.g5s, o.57) were significantly

faster than EMUs (z.z9s, o.75), default (2.53s, o.9r) and gesture-based

(3.t3s, rJ6).Force-fields (z.o4s, o.6z) was only significantly better

than default. However, there was no signìficant difference between

AAMU, force-AAMU and force-fields. Also, gesture-based was signif-

icantly slower than all other menu types. The post-hoc comparisons

are summarized in Appendix A.r.

Subjectiae Rankings

A post-study questionnaire was collected from participants asking

for their most preferred technique. The questionnaire is available in

Appendix A.r. AAMU was the most preferred technique, followed

by force-AAMU, EMU, Force fields and Gesture based. Overall pref-

erence leaned towards any technique that implemented an enlarged

activation area, which is a coÍunon feature between AAMUs arrd

EMUs (see Figure o). Users gave lower preference to EMUs due to

the non-riniform activation area which was distracting and confus-

ing. Those who did not prefer force field menus conunented that

they were moÍe familiar with the standard speed of the mouse. The

increased cursor acceleration, due to force fields, made it feel as if

the control was taken away. The majority of the users disliked the

gesture-based menu on the basis that it interfered with the pace of

interaction by forcing the user to change their direction of motion

during the posting/un-posting invocations.

37
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Subjective Preference

M ost preÞned Least pruÞned

Ranking

eAAMU

E FOTce AAMU

n EMU

¡ Force felds

I Geslure based

Figure r.z: Abar graph showing subjective preference for different menu
types in experimentr.

4.3.2 Experimentz: Search

The above user study was performed on the selection task only. Lr

most real world scenarios, users also perform search tasks along with

selection. Searching not only takes more time but is more error Prone

due to the frequency of in and out of menu movements. Therefore,

I wanted to evaluate the performance benefits of AAMU in search

tasks as well. Furthermore, I had only evaluated AAMU with the

mouse. It was important to evaluate this technique across a range of

popular devices such as the touch pad. Therefore, I ran another user

study with three input devices and a search task.
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Method

This experiment was also conducted on Windows XP using a pen-

tium 4 machine with r GB of RAM. The experiment was performed

using a mouse, touch pad and a stylus. The experiment was designed

as between subjects and all participants used all three devices.

P articip ønts: Twenty university undergraduate students participated

for course credit. All of them had used the MS windows default

menu and were familiar *iih op".ating a mouse. Ten of the

participants had prior experience using a touch pad and orLly

three of them have used a stylus before. None were coior blind.

Menu Types: Based on poor performance and lower subjective rank-

ings in selection study, gesture-based [ro] and force-fields [3]

were dropped from this study. Also, due to the lack of support

for stylus based input in force enhanced menus, force-fields

and force-AAMU were not included. Following menu types

were tested in this study: default, AAMIJ, and EMU.

Task ønd Stimuli: Participants were required to perform 20 menu

search tasks with each technique, at a fixed menu depth (levei

3). Since it was a search task, no visual cue was provided for

the path and participants had to activate all cascaded items to

search for the target. The target menu item was displayed in

red. Menu length was varied randomly in each level of depth

in every trial with a constant cascading density of 5o%. The

positioning of the target item was determined randomly but,

always appeared in the last menu depth level. For each trial a
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different path and target were generated to prevent users from

learning the trial path and positioning of the target item' At

the start of the experiment, the participants were given five

minutes of training with each menu tyPe' Participants were

instructed to complete tasks as quickiy and as accurately as

possible' The order of presentation was first controlled for menu

',yp. 
ur,a thm for depth such that 20 consecutive trials for each

meñl type with random depths were Presented at a time' For

presentation sequence' a Latin square of value 3 was used for

zo participants' With 3 menu tyPes' r depth level' 3 devices

and zo trials per condition' the system recorded a total of r8o

trials for each participant' The experiment took approximately

z5 minutes Per ParticiPant'

Design:Tn-e logged' dependent variable (task time) was analyzed

using a 3xfrepeated' 
measures analysis of variance (ANOVA)

for factors interface type (Default' AAMU and EMU) and input

devices (mouse, touch pad and stylus)'

Results

Themeancompletiontimeswithrespectto

vice types are srtmm aruleð'in (Figure 13) and

menu tyPes and de-

the raw statistics are

available in APPendix A'z'

TherewasasignificantmaineffectofmenuÏype(E(z'36)--n'668'

p=.ool')on completion time' There was also a significant main effect

for device tyPes (F(236)=$'o2'P<'oot) on completion time' However
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An overa'pairwise comparison, using Bonferroni adjusfment, of
' menu types arone showed EMus performìng significantry faster thandefaurt and AAM', (p..oo, and p-.oo6) where as there was armost
no diffe¡ence among default and AAMus. However I arso wanted
to see how each menu type performed with each device. Therefore,
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Estimated Marginal Means of Completion-time

Devtce

- 
mouse
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TouchPad

Non-estimable means are not plotted

Fizure 14: An interaction grapl +yTg significant P,:l|::T*ce degrada-
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åtytus device onlv'

toexaminemenutypeandd'eviceinteractioneffectsinmoredetail,

I compared each possible pair of menu tyPes for each device tyPe'

This was done by computing post-hoc pairwise comparisons' using

Bonferroniadjustment,intheUnivariateANOVA.Thecomparisons

showedthatdespitesupportinglowercompletiontimesinallthree

devices, EMUs (mean 4'87s'sd z'3o) were only significantly faster

than both AAMUs (5'z5s' z'7) and'default (5'zgs' z'4) with the stylus

(p=.ooz and p='oor respectively)' EMUs were also significantly faster

than default technique' in toucln pad (p='o38)' However there was no

significantdifferencebetweenthethreemenutyPesonthemouse'

Also,therewasalmostnodifferencebetweenAAMUanddefaulton



three devices. The device and
Figure r4.

4.4 DTSCUSSION OF RESULTS

menu types interactions are shown
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4.4 DrscussroN oF RESULTS

The above-discussed sfudies were onry preriminary tests to evaruatethe potentiar of AAM, technique. I tested AAM' against itemsearching and serecfion tasks and saw promising results. Theseexperiments not only showed ihe benefits of the AAM' techniquebut also pointed towards some potentiai a"rigr.p.oblems.
Item serecfion, in menus, is the most commonry performed taskand the resurts showed AAMus with the lowest task compretiontimes against alr other menu types, and were signjficantry fasterthan default, EMUs and gesfure based (p=.oo3, p=.oo4 and p<.oorrespectively). Force_AAMUs were the next fastest menu ttspe beingsignificantry faster tha¡ default, EMus and gesfure based (p=.orr,

P=.o28 and p-.oor respectively).

Item searching is a more time consuming task than serection. Arso,as users are exproring different menus in search of the desired item,they are more prone to make movement errors. Arthough therewas no significant loss of performance, howerrer the resurts ciearryindicate that AAMus were not as efficient in searching task as theywere in serection- one possibre expranation for the increased taskcompretion time is that the wider acfivation area makes the processof exproring menus very srow. I4rhen the wider activation area isfully expanded, it covers adjacent items and the user ca_nnot activatethe adjacent menu item immediately. I refe¡ to this limitation as
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the ,,cursor trapping" problem since the user needs to "get out" of

the activation area before entering the next menu item. Another

reason is that this technique introduces an enlarged activation area

and users have to adjust and re-familiarize themselves with the

new interface.the wider activation area of AAMUs makes menu

exploration difficult-



IMPROVING AAMU PERFORMANCE

The existence of the aforementioned problems pressed for the need

for further investigation. My aim in this part of the research was to
conduct more studies to pin point the design problems in AAMU
and improve the technique to make it better than the conventionai
menu. Following are the factors that I studied for improving the
existing design:

utilization of Diagonal Path: I wanted to know if users were using
the diagonal AAMU path. This would justify the choice of
a triangular-shaped activation area. From my observations, I
learned that every user used the diagonal path in almost every
trial.

users' Moaement patterns: I was interested in rearning the users, move_

ment patterns as they could either vary depending on individ-
ual user or with respect to the reiative positioning of the child
item. I was hoping that observing these patterns would assist

me identifying wether ,,cursor trapping,, was the real problem
or not. Also, it courd point to some other problems which were

yet unknown. I rearned that users had almost identical pat-
terns based on child relative position urLless they were trapped.

I also found that cursor frapping was the real cause of srow
navigation times.
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5.1, RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Identify the source of the trapping problem. \¡Vhat exactly is

causing the lrapping problem? Is it related to user movements

and does it differ on a user-by-user basis or is there a corrunon

pattern among all users that is causing it?

If I design AAMUs to elirninate the trapping problem, will it

improve performance in other tasks, such as item searchi.g?

. If cursor trapping is not the problem then, will I be able to iden-

tify any other problems, in the AAMU technique, by observing

users' movement pattern?

5.2 METHODOLOGY

The following is the methodology I used for addressing these ques-

tions.

Observations

The fust step towards gaining insight into the trapping problem

was to observe how people interact with AAMUs. I designed a setup

in which users performed menu navigation and selection tasks using

AAMUs. The interaction and navigation patterns of the users and

other important values, like number of clicks and performance times,

were logged. These observations provided me with an account of

the problems faced by users while interacting with AAMUs. The

knowledge gathered by these observations also helped me identify

the steering patterns of users while activating and entering sub-
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menus. The results of the observation study helped me improve

the AAMU technique. The observation study and its findings are

described in section 53.L.

Design and Implementation of the Techniques

After the observations, the next step was to design the improved

techniques based on the analysis of the results. I considered the

following factors whiie designing the new techniques.

Shnpe: Various shapes of the activation area with respect to the

coÍunon steering pattern of users.

Time Delay; Different values of time delay in posting/unposting the

child submenu.

Drawing Position of the Actiaation Area: Actlation area can be drawn

a few pixels ahead or behind the cursor.

Visual Cues: Provision of some form of visual cues to help users get

out of the trap.

Using the above mentioned factors, multiple designs of the new

AAMUs were created. Those designs are discussed in detail in sec-

tion 5.3.2.

Evaluation of the Improved Techniques

Once the new designs were implemented, the next step was to test

them for problems. Also, the new designs needed to be evaluated

against each other as well as against the default technique to find

the best performers among them. The experiment and its findings

are described in detail in section 53.3.
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Based on the results from experiment z, the weaker designs were
elirninated and the stronger designs were further improved . The
new improved designs were then put to the final test against the
default technique. This experiments and its findings are described in
section 5-3.4.

5.3 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE IMPROVED TECH-

NIQUE

In this section I wi-ll describe in detail every step of the Methodology
discussed above.

5.3.a Experimeng: Data Collection and Testing for trapping

This experiment aimed at finding out if trapping was the cause of
long navigation times, as weil as to identifu common user navigation
patterns. I:r this experiment, the menu navigation and selection tasks

were designed such that half of the tasks had no chances of trapping
(clear case) and half of them essentiaily had trapping (trapped case).

The hypothesis was that if AAMUs performed better in the clear case

as compared to the trapped case, it wourd support the assumption
that cursor trapping was a major problem with AAMUs.

Data Recorded:

42

. Position of the mouse: All x and y

ment the cursor enters the menu till

coordinates from the mo-

the end of the task.
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position of the parent item: The position of all parent and

target items in the task.

Trapping: If traPPing occurred.

completion time: Time in milliseconds from the moment the

user activates the menu until the target is clicked'

Method: The experiment was conducted on windows XP using

a Pentium 4 machine with r GB of RAM. The experiment was

performed using a mouse'

Participants: Nine university undergraduate students participated

for exchange of course credit. All of them had used the MS Windows

default menu and were familiar with operating a mouse. None were

color blind.

Task:

The experiment was conducted using both search and selection

tasks.

In the search task, users were required to browse all the parent

items (in other words, all possible paths) until the target item

was located and a single click on the target item completed the

task. No visual cues are provided for the path. The target item

in both tasks was higtrlighted in red'

In the selection task, the path to be followed was highlighted in

green and the user would follow the path until the target item

is located and a singte click on the target item completes the

task.
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,Eachtaskwastwolevelsdeep'Thesecondleveihadfifteen

items.Thelengthofthefirstlevelvariedbetweenfourand

eight items randomlY'

o Ln the trapped case, there were two adjacent parent items lo-

cated to ensure trapping' However' in the clear case' only one

parent item within a menu was piaced so that no trapping can

occur.

. The menus were drawn in the center of the screen to enable

center alignment in all scenarios'

I¡:rordertoobserveallpossiblenavigationpaths,Éromparent

menutothechildmentl/fiverelativetargetpositionsweletested.

Each position was two items far apart from the previous and next

position,hence,thesuitablemenutengthwasfifteenitemslong'The

five relative positions were 2' 5' 8' :-L' and' 14 (see Figure 15)
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Besides providing a means for rearning user patterns, this sfudy
also aimed at finding if AAMU' were significantly better than the
default technique when there was no trapping. Therefore, in both
type of tasks and cases, AAMus'performance was compared against
the defaurt technique. If the performance of AAMus in the crear case
was significantry better than the defaurts, performance in the clear
case, it wourd serve as an evidence that the improved AAMUs will
also be significantly better than the default technique.

Design of the experiment: For depth lever two, there were five
possible targets, hence, the totar number of possibre paths was five.
There were three triars per task and ten trials for practise. In case of
trapped tasks each path was repeated twice to account for two parent
items' The experiment design was 2 x 5 x z x zwithin-participant
design. (z menu types, 5 paths, z testing conditions for trapping,
z task gpes)' The experiment was counterbalanced using a Latin
square to eliminate the bias for menu types.

Evaluation of the Data: The tasks with the active trapping flag
were evaluated for the trapped case and tasks without the active
trapping flag for the clear case. Although this did not provide an
equal number of tasks for both the clear and trapped scenarios, mv
aim was to collect as much data as possible.

The results were analyzed,by averaging the time taken by alr the
participants to complete each task and by averaging the number
of tasks' A paired sampre t-test was used to compare the comple-
tion time of AAMUs with the defaurt technique and the statisticar
significance was measured (at p<o.o5level).

45
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F indings of ExP eriment3

The trials were categorized as trapped and clear based on the traP-

ping flag. Each category was then analyzed' using a paired sample

ttest.

As expected, the analysis of all clear trials showed AAMUs (mean

7.zBs,sd o'r93) performed significantly better than defauit (r'53'

o.z7), i.e-, (t()=-4'Bgo7-' 'oot)'Whereas' in the case of trapped trials

AAMUs(r' 64, o3)were slightly faster but not significantly better than

default (t'7t' o'27)'i'e'' (f(9)=- o'642'p--o'539)' Hence it confirmed the

hypothesis that the trapping problem is the real cause for AAMUs'

poorperformance.TherawstatisticsareavailableinAppendixA.3.

I also recorded the user navigation paths for each individual user

per trial to observe if there were any common patterns to be found

based on the target location and trapped cases' If I could identify

somedistinctnavigationpatternamongallusersincaseoftrapping'

itwouldhelpmeincreatingmoreefficientdesignsforAAMUs.

Basedonmyobservationldivid'edalltrialsintothreecategories:

NoTrapping:Incaseofcleartrialstherewasnotrapping.Iv\trhenI

observed.thesteeringpatterns,itwasevidentfromthegraphsthat

usersfacednoproblemreachingtheirtargetitem.Almostallusers

showedid.enticalnavigationpatternsincaseofcleartrialsbymaking

useofthebroaderactivationafeaandperformingdiagonalsteering,

see Figure 16. This also confirmed my hypothesis that the broader

navigationareaofAAMUswouldhelpusersinimprovingthemenu

navigation'
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Figure 16: A collection of three clea¡ frials with threesitjons at top(z),.".,t".i
seerher"*;ì;;öï;,f i"ä1ffi ,'i:.'x'iii:iliË?î*î
diagonar path with"r"rpå., to target poritio.,r'users 

utilized the

Tiapping: In case of triars designed for trapping, users were shownmenus containing adjacent parent items making it highly rikery tocause trapping. If trapping actuaty happened then that particurartrial was flagged as a,,trapped trial,,. As expected, majority of thesetrials acfuaJly caused cursor trapping and users had to maneuvefthe cursor out of the AAMu triangie to seiect the correct item. In thegraphs, the navigation patterns showed clearly how much troublewas caused by cursor frapping. There were at kinds of patternsvisibre from back tracking to extreme verticar (upward or downward), cursor movements.

In figure 17' the $aph depicts a user,s cursor movement patternin a trapped fuiar' There were two adjacent parent items, item zand item 3. Item 2 was the farse parent and item 3 led to the targetitem that was rocated at the second position in the ch'd submenu.The user started moving downwards in the parent menu and whenentered inside item z at ,,pt 
1,, (see Figure r7), thefirst AAMUtriangle was activated but it was not the desired item so the user
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(a)

Figure ry: A graph showing navigation patterns in a trapped trial. The user

got trapped at "pt a" and kept moving downwards until the
desired item was activated at "pt 2".

kept moving downwards and actiúated the second AAMU at "pt 2"

which lead to the target item. This is an exarnple of a trapped trial

with minimum negative impact. Since the users'motion was vertical

rather than diagonal, it was easier to get out of the trap quickly.

Lr figure 18, another navigation pattern in a trapped trial is dis-

played. In this trial the two adjacent parent items were item o and

item r whereas item o was the false parent and item r led to the

target item that was located at position 5 in the child submenu. This

graph shows how much interruption cou-ld be caused by cursor

trapping. As seen in Figure r8, the user started moving downwards

in the parent menu and as soon a.rthe cursoI entered the boundaries

Trial 11
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i

(b)

Figure rB: A graph showing backtracking of cursor in a trapped trial. The
user got trlRPed at "pt 1" and had to move all the way back to
get out of the wrong AAMU and activate the correct AAMU at
"pt 2".

of item o, at "pt r-", therespective AAMU was activated. since the

users'motion was diagonal, the cursor moved much inside the tri-
angle before the user realized that it was the wrong item and now

the only option left was to move the cursor outside the triangle to

deactivate it. so the user back tracked all the way out of the AAMU

triangle and as soon as the cursor entered the boundaries of item r,

at "pt z" , the other AAMU activated and it lead to the target item.

By observing this graph, I realized that if the user had a choice of

somehow disabiing the wrong AAMU and enabling the desired one

instead, some valuable navigation time could be saved.

T|ial27
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Trap Avoidance: h *y hypothesis, I did not expect to see any

other pattern besides being trapped but the graphs showed a third

distinct pattern. After getting trapped a few times, almost all users

would try to avoid trapping by making extreme verticai (downward

or upward) movements. These movements wele noticed in two cases:

(a) to get out of the trap and (b) to avoid getiing trapped.

(c)

Figure rg: A graph showing trap avoidance in a trial. A quick vertical
movement between item o and item 7 shows a user is trying to

avoid getting trapped by skipping the adjacent parent items-

hr figure 19, the graph shows a navigation pattern of trap avoid-

ance even before any trapping occurred. In the trial, the two adja-

5o

Trial 19
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cent parent items were item o and item r. since item o led to the

target item, technically the user was never trapped while moving

downwards into the item but having experienced getting trapped in

previous trials the user quickly leaped downwards vertically, almost

skipping seven items before stopping and moving up again. on the

way ûpt the user activated item r at "pt 1.", a,.d, kept moving the

cursor upwards until "item o" was activated. The user then entered

the newly activated AAMU and clicked on the target item. This

way the user, when not ready, avoided getting trapped within the

first two items and later approached the items in a different way to

minimize trapping cost.

Based on the patterns of triais where users were trapped and/or
tried to avoid trapping, it was clear to me that users were well aware

of the trapping problem and its consequences on the interaction.

with time, almost all users were able to identify menus designed to

cause trapping and all users tried either: to apply some strateg-y to

avoid trapping, or a shortcut to get out of the trap.

5.3.2 Deueloping Alternate Designs

The analysis of the results of experiment three suggested that cursor

trapping is slowing down the menu navigation and selection process,

with AAMUs. The user behavior clearly showed that providing an

alternate path or a shortcut out of the trapping would be the best

solution.
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I used the following factors: shape, visual cue and AAMU drawing

position (also described in the methodology section) to design the

following three alternate designs:

AAMU-Click

AAMU-Click appeared identical to traditional AAMUs and it pro-

vided a shortcut path (click) to users for getting out of the trap'

Previously if users found themselves trapped inside an AAMU trian-

gte they had no choice but to backtrack oI move the cursor outside

the triangle and then reposition the cursor. That Process not only

used up some navigation time but also hindered in the interaction

process of users. AAMU-CIick allow the users to continue interact-

ing with other items in the menu while staying inside the AAMU

triangle. A single click on any item makes the old AAMU triangle

disappear and activate the current item function, See Figure zo . I:r

the figure (u), a menu with two adjacent parent items, item o and

item r is shown. Currently, item r is active but the desired item is

item o. Therefore the user, while staying inside the activation area,

points the cursor to item o and click on it. The click action makes the

activation area, associated with item r, disappear and activates item

o as shown in figure þ). Also, MS Windows uses mouse clicking for

overriding time delay in menus, hence users can very well relate to

this function.

AAMU-Houer

Another way of resolving cufsor trapping would be to provide users

with an alternate path using a visual cue. I designed another variant
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Figure 20: Example of AAMU Crick (a) Before the click action: cursor is
trapped inside activation area of item r whereas the desired
submenu is associated with item o.
(b) after click action: while staying inside the old activation area,
the user ciicked on item o and activated it.

called AAMU-Hover. when users were trapped inside an AAMU
triangle they could find a shortcut out of the trap by pointing the

cursor to another parent item. As soon as the cursor crosses over the

new parent item, a small arrow appeared inside the AAMU triangle.

This arrow was used as a visual cue for the users to let them know

that they can activate a different parent item by hovering their cursor

onto the affow see Figure z'..In the figure the user is trapped inside

the triangle of item o'where as the desired item is ,item r,. \Mhile

staying inside the AAMU triangle, as soon as the cursor enters the

boundaries of item r'the arrow appeared. If the cursor hovered onto

the arrow, the old triangle nourd disappear and the AAMU h.iangle

for 'item r' will be activated. This design also provides a shortcut to

the trapping problem without interrupting the interaction process.

An example of AAMU-Hover is shown in Figure zr.
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Figure zr: A two-level deep menu showing AAMU hover.

AAMU-Curue

Finally, considering the shape factor, I designed a curved version of

traditional AAMUs.Instead of an equilateral triangle, the legs joining

the cursor position and the top and the bottom of the child submenu

were dïawn as curves. The triangle was drawn a few pixels ahead

of the cursor, so that user can explore the child submenu without

entering the triangle or getting trapped. Even incase of trapping,

the narrow tip of the curved shape makes it easier for the user to

get out of the triangle serving as a quick shortcut. An example of

AAMU-Curve is shown in Figure zz.
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Figure zz: A two-level deep menu showing AAMU_Curve.

5.3.3 Experiment4: Testing the Atternote Designs

hr this experiment the alternate designs discussed in section 53.2

were tested against traditional AAMUs to measure performance

benefits among all designs. From now on, I will refer to the alter-

nate designs as "AAMU variants". In this experiment, the menu

navigation and selection tasks were designed such that all of them

essentially had trapping (trapped case). The aim of this experiment

was to pick the best performing AAMU variants for the final test

against the default technique.

Data Recorded:

. Completion time

. Task type
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o Menu tyPe

Method: The experiment was cond'ucted on Windows XP using

a Pentium 4 machine with r GB of RAM"The experiment was

performed using a mouse'

Partici p ants : Twenty-five university under graduate students p ar-

ticipatedforexchangeofcoursecredit.13participantsperformed

thesearchtaskandrzperformed.theselectiontask.Allofthemhad

prior experience using MS Windows default menu and were familiar

with operating a mouse' None were color blind'

Task:

The experiment was conducted using both search and selection

tasks as d.escribed in section 5'3'L'

Designoftheexperiment:Fordepthleveltwo'therewasonly

one possible target, whereas in level one there weÍe two possible

parent items hence, the total number of possible paths was z' The

experiment design was 4 x 2' (4menu tyPes' z task tyPes)' mixed

design. All participants used all four menu tyPes but each Person

only did one task type' The experiment was counterbalanced using

a Latin square to eliminate the bias for menu tyPes'

Findings of ExPeriment 4

Atotalofzt(otrialswereused.forresultanalysis.Totalnumberof

trialswithsearchtaskwerel2ooand96oforselectiontask.Alldata

is analyzed in SPSS 16 and outliers (-3 < rønge > 3) have been

removed. An ANovA for each task type was conducted to compute

significance between all menu tyPes'
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Bar Graph showing mean compretion times in serect task

.Jï;":.ll:..
Figure za: A bar grapr showing mean compretion times in serect task, in

The results for each task type a,re analryzed separatery as forows:
Selection Task:

Iir the serection task, users have the advantage of knowing the
parent item that ieads to the target item. Therefore, chance of getting
trapped are lower in this task type,

An ANOVA for the serect task, with dependent variabre as ,,com_
pletion time,,, and ,,men u tvpe,, as independent variabie, showed
marginal significant main effect between menu types (F(3g3)=2.524,
p='o75)' Howeve¡, there was a significant interaction between Menu
rypes x subject (F $3,ggg) = 2. 51 3,p<. oor ) (see appendix A. 4 f ordetails).

Individuar menu performances were compared using pairwise
comparisons, using a Bonfer¡oni adjusfment. The comparisons showed
AAMU-Hover (mean r.Ig3s;sd o.298) performing significantly worse
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than all other menus, i.e., AAMUs(p=.ooo), AAMU-Cltck(p=-çsr) and

AAMU-Curve(p=.619). There was no significance among AAMU

(r.ro8s, o.z4z), AAI4U-Click (r.rz3s, o.z49) and AAMU-Curve (t.t33s,

o.z6z) (see Figure 4).

Search Task:

In the search task, users have to explore ali the parent items to find

the one that leads to the target item. Therefore, chance of getting

trapped are higher in th-is task type and searching takes longer than

selection.

An ANOVA for search task, with dependent variable as "com-

pletion time", and "menu WPe" as independent variable, showed a

significant main effect between menu tyPes (F(1,26)=l'743, p=-org)-

There was aiso a significant interaction between Menu tyPes x Subject

interaction (F(36,rr45)=3.t6r, p<.oor). See appendix 4.4 for details.

The pairwise comparisons, using Bonferroni adjustments, showed

that AAMU-Hover (t.B5zs,o.98r) performed significantly worse than

AAMU-Curve (mean r.58os, sd' o.672)at (p<.oor) and AAMIJs (r.637s,

o.6gù at (p<.oor) and marginally worse than AAMU-Click (r-72s,

o.8+¡) at (p=.s75¡. Also, AAMU-Curve performed signifícantly better

than AAMU-Ctick at (p=-s1*). However, there was no significance

among AAMU and AAMU-Curve as well as AAMU and AAMU-

Click, (see Figure z4).

Conclusion:

From the above results,I concluded that AAMU-Hover was not a

good design as it performed worse than traditional AAMUs. A major

problem with the hover technique was that the arrow would aPPear

on all diagonal movements, even when users were not actually

5B
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GGraph: Bar graph showing Mean completion times for
all menus in search task

Menu_name

Enor Bars: +/- 1 SE

Figure z4: Abar $aph showing mean completion times in the search task,
in experiment 4.
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trapped. This way, the arrow interfered with users' diagonal motion

and it caused more unintended submenu invocations/ revocations

when the users accidentally hovered on the arrow while navigating'

These unexpected AAMU activations contributed to higher comple-

tiontimes.Therefore,Idecid.edtonotincludeAAMU-Hoverinthe

final test.

AmongAAMU-CurveandAAMU-Click,bothshowedcertain

benefits in both selection and searchir-tg. I found that the cufve shape

helpedinsearchtaskwhereastheclickhelpedinselectionandl

decided to combine the curve shape and the click ftmction to get

themostbenefitofthetwodesigns.Thenewdesignwillbecalled

AAMU-Curve-Click

5.3.4 Experiment5: Putting the Best Designs to the FinøI Test

A controlled experiment was conducted to evaluate the benefits of

AAMUsanditszvariants,AA\4U-CurveandAAMU-Curve-Click,

against the default technique in cascading pull-down menus'

Method:

The experiment was conducted on Pentium 4 desktop computers

rrrnningWindowsXPoperatingsystem.Afullscreen-colormode

with a 7rl24 x 768 resolution was used' Two input devices were used:

aconventionalopticalmouseandatouchpad.Alldefaultsystem

settings for the three devices were used'

Participantsz5zundergraduatestudentsparticipatedintheexper-

iment for exchange of course credit' zo of them performed on the
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touch pad and 3z performed using the mouse. All participants were
experienced computer users, using mouse on a daily basis. None
were color blind.

Task:

The experiment was conducted

tasks.

using both search and selection

' In the search task, users were required to browse alr the parent
items (in other words, ail possible paths) until the target item
was located and a single crick on the target item completed the
task' No visuar cues are provided for the path. The target item
in both tasks was highlighted in red. This was similar to that of
experiment z.

o In the selection task, the path to be folrowed was hightighted in
green and the user wourd folrow the path until the target item
is located. This was similar to that of experiment r.

" Each trial started when the user cricked on the ,,Fire,, button in
the center of the screen. The menu was disprayed upon click,
users navigate inside the menu until the target item was rocated
and a single crick on the target itern completed the task. The
trial would not end tmress the target item was cricked. Ar other
clicks were recorded as error.

Each task was timed. Timer started when the user clicked on
"F17e" button and ended with the click on target.

Each menu in every task was two revels deep.'r the first revel
there were ro items and fifteen items in the second rever.

6t
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. In the trapped case, there were two adjacent parent items lo-

cated to ensure trapping. Howevet in the clear case, only one

parent item within a menu was placed so that no trapping can

occur.

c The menus were drawn in the center of the screen to enable

center alignment in all scenarios.

An example of a trial in this experiment is shown in Figure 25.

:0
r^t_.. , . .

tl1,; rì, ,

:2
.)

:5

:6

Figure z5: An example of a task in the final experiment.
A click on the "Flle" button activated the menu and a click on
the target highlighted in red ended the trial.

Ln order to test all designs on fair grounds, all trials have the target

6z

F¡Iè

item at the eighth position. The parent positions varied between

positions three, five and seven.

Design of the experiment:
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Appllcation Names ClearlÍrapped Number of Menus
Total % RatioFile Edit Mew lns'ert FormatTools

Mlcrosoft Word
Clear

TraoDed
2!1327
000001

1C

1

90.909

9.091
fotal 2 t 2 2 11 ll-9

Microsoft Excel

Clear

Trapped

3 0 t 2 0. 2

010072 4

66.661

33.333
fotal 3 1 1 2 1 72 67-32

Mlcrosoft Power Polnt

Clear

IrapDed
2

0

0

0

1

1

2

0

1

0 1

75.00c

25.00c
fota¡ 2 0 2 2 I 1 7S-25

Mlcrosoft Outlook
Clear

TrapDed

0

0

2

0

0

o
0

0

1

1

4

2

66.66',

33 33:
fotal 2 0 2 0 0 2 67-32

Vlicrosoft Internet Explore

Clear

Traooed

201001
002001

4

3

57.1 43

42.857
l'otal 2 0 3 0 0 57-42

Mozilla FireFox

Clear

Trapped

002001
001000 1

75.00c

25.00c
Total o 0 0 o 7 7S-25
Clea¡

TÌapped

lrotut

3!

7i
72-9166667

27.0833333

4Í 73-27

Figure z6: A comparison of clear versus trapped paths in various commonly
used applications.

The objective of this study was to compare all techniques in a real

world scenario therefore, I conducted a survey of most cofiunonly

used applications and calculated an average ratio of clear versus

trapped paths (see Figur e 2fi).

The applications surveyed included MS word, MS Excel, MS power

Point, MS Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox. six commonly used

menus were analyzed namely hle, edit, view insert, format and tools.

out of total 48 paths, 35 were clear and only 13 were trapped. The

average ratio for clear:trapped was found to be 73 : 2T.r{henlooking

individually, out of six applications, only one has clear:trapped ratio

below 60 : 40. Three applications have the ratio for clear:trapped

either equal or higher than 75 : 25 and for the rest of the three

applications the average ratio was 60 : 40. Hence for this experiment,

I tested both ratios among all techniques.
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Each task, select and search, was divided into two blocks: "block 1"

with ratio s(75:25) and "block z" with ratios(6o:4o) whereas, 6o and

75 describes the percentage of clear trials and 4o and z5 describes

percentage of trapped trials in the block. Each participant performed

two test sessions, one PeI each task and using one device. The order

of testing tasks and blocks was counterbalanced between all 53

participants. Participants were allowed to take rests betvveen trials

and test sessions. Before the test began, all participants were allowed

to have as many practice trials as they needed to get used to the

device and to gain sufficient practice skill.

A test session consisted of 264 trials which were divided into two

blocks where as block r included ro4 actual trials and ro Practise

trials and block z included r4o actual and ro Practise trials. Within

each block, all trials were performed four times, one for each menu

type. The order of menus was randomized using a Latin-square. Each

session lasted about 3o minutes. After each block was comPleted,

a ïecess screen was shown, and the participant could take rest if

desired.

The total number of trials in the exPeriment can be computed as

follows:

53participants x ztasks x zblocks x 4menustypes

where as total trials in both blocks were 264 so the result can be

computed as:

53xzxz64x4=rtr936
and out of these 848o were practice frials and excluded from result

analysis.

64
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The total selection time for each trial was measured in millisec_

onds.

Hypothesis: Completion times for 6o:4o ratio should be higher
than 75:25 in all menu Vpes and that either one or both AAMU
variants should ouþerform AAMUs and default technique in com_

pletion time for both ratios.

F indings of Exp eriment 5 :

All data is analyzed in spss 16 and outriers (-3 < range ) 3) have

been removed. AAMUs and its variants showed lowest completion

times in all devices and tasks. over ail mouse (mean i..4Ls,sd o.5r9)

among devices and selection (mean r.6ors, sd o.672) among tasks

had lowest completion times in all menu fypes.The mean completion

times with respect to Menu types, device types and task fypes are

available in appendix 4.5.

An overall ANovA (for each device separately) ,with dependent

variable as "completion time" showed a significant main effect be_

tween menu types, i.e.,for mouse:(F(3,93)=tt6.g3, p..oot) and for
touch pad: (Fþ,57)=63.83g, p<.oot). There was also a significant main
effect for task fypes, i.e, for mouse (F(r3l=242.5gt, p<.oor) and
for touch pad: (F(r,r 9)=z}z.6tg, p<.oot). However there was no sig_

nificance found between MenuxTask vpes interaction for mouse

(Fß,%)=o.77), p=.5r3) but significance for touch pad: (Fþ,57)=2.726,

P=.o52).
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5.3.5 Eaaluation of the Datø:

I then analyzed the rest of the data for each device seParately. All

participants performed two tasks with each device, namely item

selection and item searching. Each task was performed with two

cascading ratio settings.

I will fust describe the results with respect to device and then task

type and ratio respectivelY.

Mouse:

In the mouse device, overall means are shown in Figure z7)'

A pairwise comparison, using Bonferroni adjustments, showed all

AAMU variants perform significantly faster than default technique

at (p<.oor). Also, AAMU-Curve-Click was significantly better than

AAMU-Curve and AAMU at (p:'ç1t atrldp='ç38) respectively' Post-

hoc comparisons are showed in Figure 28.

Selection:

An ANOVA for mouse device and selection task, with dependent

variable as "completion time", and "menu t¡4pe" and "Ratio" as

independent variable, showed a significant main effect between

menu types (F(g,gù=82.5g2, p<.oot) and between the two ratios

(F(r3r)=3r.236, p<.oor). However there was no significance found

between Menu types x Ratio interaction (Fþ,9 3)=t.27 5, p=-z88Xsee

appendix 4.5 for details).

The results for each ratio are described as follows.
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Bar Graph showing mean completion times
for all menu types in mouse device

AAMUS_Click MMUS MMUS_Curyy

Menu_name

Error Bars: +/- 1 SE

Figure z7: Abar graph representing mean completion times for all menus
using mouse device.

Ratio (6o:4o): This is the ratio setting where possibility of getting

trapped is very high. 4o percent of total tasks had adjacent par-

ent items causing trapping. overall mean completion time for

this ratio was (mean l,.2g7s, sd o.45o). There was a significant

main effect found for menu types (F(l,gù=SgJ2g, p<.oor). In

case of individual menu performance, a pairwise comparison

using Bonferroni adjustments showed default (t.525s, o.5o) per-

forming significantly worse than AAMU-Curve-Clìck (mean

7.zt6s, sd o.389), AAMU-Curve (r.23 6s, o.4:16) and AAMUs

(r.245s, o.4ag).In this case AAMU was slightly worse than
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Pa¡rw¡se Compar¡sons

Itlõ,¡-hlâ 
^ñhhl

0) (Ð
À¡ôñ' r h.ñô llôhr r

Mean
Diference (l-

I\ Std. Eror siq.à

95% Confidence lnterval for
D ifrere nce ¿

Lower Bound Uûner Bound

AAMUS MMUS-CI¡CK

AAMUS-Curvy

Default

33.760'
,3.606

.263.299'

1 2.366

1 2,358

12.385

.038

1 .000

.00 0

1.129

-38.214

-295.980

66.3 92

29.003

-230.61 I
AAMUS_Click AAMUS

AAMUS-Curw

Defaull

-33.760'

-37.366'

- 297.05S'

1 2.366

12.354
'12.381

.038

.01 5

.û 00

-66.3S2

-69.965
.3?S.730

-1.1 29

-4.767

-26 4.389

AAMUS-CuTW AAMUS

AAMUS-Click

Default

3.606

37.366'
-25L693'

12.358
'12.354

12.372

1 .000

.015

000

- 29.003

4.767

-252.341

36.21 4

69.965
-227.046

Default AAMUS

AAMUS-cl¡ck

AAMUS Curvy

26 3.299'

2g7.U5g'

259.6S3'

12.385

12.381

1?.372

.000

.000
nnn

230.61 I
264.389

227 046

295,980

329.730

252.341

Based on esl¡mated marginal means
*. The mean difrerênce is signif cant atlhe .05 level.

a. Adj u stm e nt f0 i m u lti p I e c 0 m p ari s 0 n s : B onfe rro n i

Figure z8: A pairwise comparison showing significance between different
merul types for mouse device.

its variants however, there was no significance found among

AAMUs and its variants.

Ratio (75:25): In this ratio setting orr.ly 25 percent of total tasks had

adjacent parent items and hence low possibility of trapping. The

results supported the hypothesis that overall mean completion

time for this ratio (mean .7.235ï sd o.4zt) would be less than

the mean completion time of 6o:4o ratio. There was a signifi-

cant main effect found for menu types (F(l,gl)=t7.4r, p<.oot)

on completion time. In case of individual menu performance,

a pairwise comparison using Bonferroni adjustments showed

default (t.43gs, o.+8g) performing significantly worse than AA-

MUs (mean tt56s, sd o.3r9), AAMU-Curve-Click (r.t66s, o.¡8¡)

and AAMU-Curve (r.zo8s, 0.489).However, there was no sig-

nificance found among AAMU and its variants. Lr this case
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AAMU was slightly better than its variants in case of little or

no trapping.

Between the two ratios, only AAMUs and AAMu-curve-Click

showed significant improvement in mean completion tirnes. The

graph for mean completion times in both ratios and all menu gpes

are shown in Figure 29.

Figure z9: A graph showing estimated mean completion times for all menu
types in both ratios, in case of mouse device and selection task.

Searching:

An ANovA for mouse device and search task, with dependent

variable as "completion time", and "men u Vpe,, and ,,Rati o,, as
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independent variable, showed a significant main effect between

menu types (F(Z,gl)=58.482, p<.oot) and between the two ratios

(F(r3t):9.674, p=.oo4). However there was no significant interac-

tion effect between Menu typesxRatto (Fþ,y)=o.534, P=.66o). See

appendix 4.5 for details.

Ratio (6o:4o): Mean completion time for this ratio was (mean t.657s,

sd o.539). There was a significant main effect found for menu

types (F(1,%)4.63, p<.ool). In case of individual menu per-

formance, a pairwise comparison using Bonferroni adjustments

showed default (r.867s, 0.527) performing significantly worse

than AAMU-Curve-CIick (mean t.57os, sd o.5zz), AAMUs

(r.6l9s, o.5 4T), and AAMU-Curve( r .636s, o. 5zz). AAMU-Curve-

Click was also significantly better than AAMU-Curve at (p=.s5^¡-

The result shows that when it comes to search-ing with trapped

cases, AAMUs-Curve-Click have a slightly better performance

than traditional AAMU and'its curved variant. One reason

might be that in searching, there are more chances of trapping

and the click version provided the benefit of shortcut for getting

out of the trap and hence showed the better completion times.

Rstio (75:z): Mean completion time for this ratio was (mean r.58os,

sd o.5r4). There was a significant main effect found for menu

types (F(l,gù=1t.528, p<.oot).I¡r case of individual menu per-

formance, a paint'ise comparison using BonJerroni adjustments

showed default (t.789s, o.S6S) performing significantly worse

than AAMU-Curve-Click (mean t. 486s, sd. o. 453),AAMU-Curve

(r.5o6s, 0.446) and AAMUs (r.548s,o.54i). There was no signifi.

cance found between AAMU and its variants.
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Between the two ratios, ali menu types showed significant im-

provement in mean completion times. The mean completion times

for both ratios and all menu types are shown in Figure 3o.
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Figure 3o: A graph
types in

Click AAMUS_Curvy AAMUS Defautt

Menu_name

showing estimated mean completion times for all menu
both ratios, in case of mouse device and search task.

Touch Pad:

Lr the touch pad device, overall means are shown in Figure 3r).

A pairwise comparison, with Bonferroni adjustments, showed

showed all AAMU variants perform significantly faster than default

technique at (p<.oor). Although AAMU-Curve-click showed lowest

Estimated Marginal Means of Gompletion_time
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na

Bar Graph showing mean completion times
for all menu types in touch pad device

Menu-name

Enor Bars: +i- 1 SE

Figure 3r: A bar gfaph representing mean completion times for touch pad

device.

completion times among all menu types but there no significance

among AAMU and its variants (see Figure 32).

Selection:

An ANOVA for touch pad device and selection task, with de-

pendent variable "completion time", arrd "menu \¡pe" and "Ratio"

as independent variable, showed a significant main effect between

menu types (F(3,57)=26.97, p<.oor). However there was no signifi-

cance fonnd between the two ratios (F(t,r9)=2.a7,P=.157) and Menu

fypesxRatio interaction (Fþ,57)=.333, p=.8or)(see appendix 4.5 for

details).
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Pairwise Comparisons

(t) (J)
Mean

Difference (l-
.t\ Std Frrnr Sio. ¿

g5% Confdence lnterval for
f)ìfprcnnp¡

Lower Bound Uþoer BoundAAMUS MMUS_Ctick

AAMUS_CurW

Default

3.54 3

I .966

-306.241'

22.438

22.454

22.54?

1.000

1 .000

.000

-55.674

-57.252

-365.730

62.760

61 .224

-246.751
AAMUS_CIick AAlvlUS

AAMUS-cuTW

Defautt

-3.543

-1 .577

-309.784'

22.438

22.401

22.488

1 .000

1.000

.000

-62.760
-60.695

-369.1 33

55.67 4

57.541
-250.435

MMUS_Curvy AAMUS

AÂ[4US_Ctick

Default

-1 .966

1 .577
-308.20 7'

22.454

22.401

22.504

1.000

1.000

.000

-61.224

-57.541
-367 5S7

57.292

60.695
-248.816

Delault AAlìllUS

AAMUS_Ctick

AAMUS_Curvy

306.241'

30s.784'

3nÊ ?n7'

22.542

22.488

2? 504

000

000
nnn

246.751

250.435

248.81 6

365.730

369,1 33

3ñ7 5q7
Based on estimated marginal means

a, Adjustmenl f0r mulliple comparisons: Bonferroni.
*.lhe mean d¡flerence is sign¡f¡cant atthe ,05 level.

Figure 32: A pairwise comparison showing significance between different
menu types for touch pad device.

Ratio (6o:4o); Mean completion time for this ratio was (mean 2.j.TS,

sd o'643). There was a significant main effect found for menu

types (FG,5ù=ry.822, p<.oor). In case of individual menu per-

formance, a pairwise comparison using Bonferroni adjustments

showed default (2.368s, o.7) performing significantly worse

than AAMU-Curve performed (mean 2.o77s, sd o.6oz), AAMUs

(z.o8rs, o.58o) and AAMU-Curve-Click(2. r56s, o.642). However

there was no significance found among AAMU and its variants

The results clearly show that in touch pad device, crick action

interrupts and slows down the interaction process, hence when

there are more trapped tasks, AAMU-Curve-crick is the slowest

to complete among its variants.

Ratio (ZS:zj); Mean completion time for this ratio was (mean z.i.Lzs,

sd o-626). There was a significant main effect found for menu
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types (F(2,52)=ú.275, p<.ool). In case of individual menu per-

formance, a pairwise comparison using Bonferroni adjustments

showed default (z¡44s, o.69z) performing significantly worse

than AAMUs (mean z.oL3s, sd o.556), AAMU_C urve (z.oz6s,

o.57 a), and AAMU-Curve-Cri ck(z.o6zs, o. 6ro) . However there

was no significant difference among AAMU and its variants.

Therefore, it can be concluded that when there are not much

trapped cases, in touch pad device, then all three AAMU ver-

sions perform equally.

Between the two ratios, no menu types showed significant im-
provement in mean completion times. The mean completion times

for both ratios and all menu types are shown in Figure 33.

Searching:

An ANovA for touch pad device and selection task, with depen-

dent variable "completion time,,, arìd. ,,menu 
rype,, and ,,Rati o,, as

independent variable, showed a significant main effect between menu

types (Fß,sù=+4.272, p<.oor). Also, there was significance found
between the two ratios (F(t,ry)=1o.588, p=.oo4) but no significance

among Menu typesxRatio interaction (F(3,5 7)=r.lo5, p=.355)(see

appendix 4.5 for details).

Ratio (6o:4o): Mean completion time for this ratio was (mean 2.665s,

sd o.p)- There was a significant main effect found for menu

types (F(3,57)=t5.'t a, p<.ool). h case of individual menu per-

formance, a pairwise comparison using Bonferroni adjustments

showed default (mean z.Bgos, sd o.7g5) performing significantty

worse than AAMU-Curve-Click performed fastest (mean 2-544s,
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Estimated Marginal Means of Completion-time

AAMUS-CurvY AAMUS-
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Figure 33: A graph showing estimated mean completion times for all menua -- 
tyõ"r i" both raãos, in case of touch pad device and select task'

sd o.68r), AAMUs (2.6o4s, o-69t), and AAMU-Curve(z'642s'

o.na). There was no significant difference among AAMU and

its variants. The results are consistent with mouse searching'

since in searching the users are only exploring the various child

menus while staying inside the parent menu, AAMU-Curve-

Click provided the quickest way out of the activation area as

compare to the other two designs.

Ratio (75:z-5): Mean completion time for this ratio was (mean z-564s,

sd. o.7e).There was a significant main effect found for menu

rypes (F(l,Sf)--24.88o, p<-oor).In case of individual menu per-

formance, a pairwise comparison using Bonferroni adjustments
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showed default (2.847s, o.T5Ð perforrning significantly worse

than AAMU-Curve performed fastest (mean 2.444s, sd o.67t),

AAMU-Curve-Click (2.446s, o.67r) and AAMU (z.5zrs, o.668).

However, there was no significant effect among AAMU and its

variants. AAMUs performed slightly worse than its variants

which can be attributed to the shape of AAMU triangle. There-

fore, it can be concluded that when there are not much trapped

cases, in touch pad device, then all three AAMU versions per-

form equally.

Between the two ratios, all menu fypes, except default, showed sig-

nificant improvement in mean completion times. The mean comple-

tion times for both ratios and all menu fypes are shown in Figure 34.

5J.6 Conclusion:

Overall in ali device and task groups, AAMU and its variants per-

formed significantly better than the default technique. The results

also supported both of the following hypothesis:

. Completion times for 6o:4o ratio should be higher than 75:z5 tn

all menu types.

n Either one or both AAMU variants should outperform AAMUs

and default for 6o:4o ratio.

Although there was no significance among AAMU and its variants

but there was improvement in performance in case of trapped trials.

The individual menu performance across both devices and task

types remained consistent as well. on the mouse and with both tasks,
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Estimated Marginal Means of Completion_time

Menu_name

Figure 34: A graph showing estimated mean completion times for all menu
types in both ratios, in case of touch pad device and search task.
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AAMU-Curve-Click performed better showing the advantage of

combining the curved shape and "click" shortcut in case of trapping.

\Mhereas, on touch pad the "click" cost extra time due to different

device type. Therefore, while in the search task, AAMU-Curve-Click

remained the fastest, in selection task AAMUs and AAMU-Curve

took over.

The results also supported my decision of combining the curve

shape and click function, as in experiment z 5.3.3, AAMU-Curve

showed lowest completion times in the search tasks but in this

experiment the combination design showed even lower times the

AAMU-Curve alone.

The overall menu performances for both devices and task types are

summarized in table r. Four stars indicate the best performing menu

type i. a particular device, task and cascading density combination.

Three stars indicate the second best and so on.

Table r: Summary of the performance of all menu types in both mouse
and touch pad device, search and selection task and high and low
cascading densities.

7B

Mouse Touch Pad

Select Search Select Search

High Density (6o:4o)

AAMU-Curve-Click *)Ë *>É {-t-rË)F ** ****

AAMU-Curve *** )È)È * >ÈrÈrÈ *+

AAMU *+ *** *)F)¡ ,Ë)ë)F

Default * * *

Low Density (75:25)

AAMU **** ** **)Ë* **

AAMU-Curve-Click *{->Ë *)È *)È ** ***

AAMLI-Curve ** **)É *)F* ****

Default * * )É *



SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

6.t sUMMARY

ln this research, I created a new technique, I called AAMUs or adap-

tive activation area menus. AAMUs are aimed at improving the

performance of cascading menus in graphical user interfaces (GUIs).

The AAMU design introduced a triangle shaped "adaptive activation

atea" to eliminate corner steering in traditional cascading menus.

I also designed a varíant of AAMUs with force-fields called force-

AAMU. As described in chapter 4, t-vvo experiments were conducted

to measure performance benefits of AAMU and force-AAMU against

fraditional cascading menus aiso known as the default technique and

other existing techniques, namely enlarged activation area menus

or EMUs [6], gesture-based menus [ro] and force-fields [3]. AAMUs

showed significant improvement over EMUs, default and gesfure

based and lower completions times than all other techniques, in

users'performance in a selection task. However, I also discovered

that the AAMUs suffer from a "cursor trapping" problem. \Mhen the

adaptive activation area is fully expanded, the user ca¡not invoke

the item adjacent to the currently activated item. The only option is

to get out of the triangle before activating the required item. This

problem slowed down the overall navigation process. To confirm that



6.2 corurnrBurIoNS

cursor trapping was the real cause for slow navigation in AAMUs I

conducted another user study, described as experiment 3 in chapter

5. Based on the results of this observational study, I designed three

AAMU variants, to solve cursor frapping. I named the new designs

as AAMU-Click, AAMU-Hover and AAMU-Curve' A user study,

described as experiment 4 in chapter 5, was conducted to test the

effectiveness of the three improved. designs. Based on the results,

the weakest design, AAMU-HoveÏ was eliminated and AAMU-Click

and AAMU-Curve were combined into a new design AAMU-Curve-

Click to get the maximum benefit of both designs. A final study,

described as experiment 5 in chapter 5, was then conducted to com-

pare performance of AAMUs, AAMU-Curve-Click, AAMU-Curve

and the default technique. The final study was done using two input

devices (a mouse and a touch Pad), two tasks (a selection task and a

searching task) and two cascading density levels (high and low)' La

all devices and all tasks, AAMUs and AAMU variants performed

significantly better than the default technique. In high cascading

densify cases where moÍe cursor trapping occurred, AAMU variants

showed improved performance oveï AAMUs whereas in low density

there was almost no difference among AAMUs and AAMU variants'

Therefore, it can be concluded that the new AAMU designs helped

with the cursor traPPing Problem.

6-z coNTRTBUTToNS

The major contribution of this research work is the introduction of a

novel menu desig¡, AAMUs. The primary results of my research are

8o
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promising and suggest that AAMUs are worth considering in GUI

applications for desktop or web interfaces, and possibly small screen

applications. I believe that AAMUs can also improve interactions

with devices like pen or stylus.

63 LrMrrATroNs

The benefits of every design can also be shadowed by certain limita-

tions. Following are some problems with AAMUs that I am aware

of:

e ATAMUs introduced a new design in traditional cascading

menus. The users have to adapt to steering in a diagonal path

instead of steering tluough narrow turu-rels and sharp corners.

The observation study showed that some practise is required

but generally users learn very quickly.

. A major drawback of AAMUs is the trapping problem. The

AAMU triangle that is meant to provide a wider steering path,

also interferes with users'interaction and causes longer naviga-

tion times. As the cascading density in a menu increases, the

trapping problem occurs more frequently. Although the new

AAMU designs improved the trapping problem, this is still a

limitation over the traditional cascading menus'

o Finally, another limitation is the static behavior of the AAMUs.

The AAMU triangle only adapts its size and positiorç according

to the cursors' initial position, at the time of rendering. Once

the cursor is inside the triangle, the triangle remains static. If
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the triangle adapts its shape and size accord'ing to the users'

navigation Patteln, the trapping problem may be eliminated

completelY'

6.4 FIJTURE woRK

Thenextstepinthisresearchdirectionistodevelopamodelofmenu

interaction that pred'icts the users' movement pattems ' Based on

that model more efficient and optimìzed variants of AAMUs canbe

d.esigned.AnadaPtiveand/oradaptableversionwillbetheultimate

goal. Also, AAMUs can be incorporated' into various interaction

techniques across different applications' platforms and d'evices'

6.5 FrNAL woRDs

Menu selection and' navigation are such often performed tasks that

even a small improvement in performance of these tasks will have a

majoreffectonhowuselsinteractwithcurrentGUls'AAMUsisa

simpleandeasytoimplementtectmiqueandisaimedatfacilitating

users in submenu selection, navigation and reducing the number of

movementelTors.Thisistheonlytechniquethataddressesboththe

problems of long and' narrow steering paths as well as corner steer-

ing. Users have unanimously preferred' AAMUs over the existing

tectniques for their simple d'esigR' ease of use and accuracy' AAMUs

allow users to navigate better and with ease without introducing

confusingandchallenginginterfaces.Ibelievethattechniqueslike

AAMUs can take menu navigation and selection to a whole new
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Ievel. I also hope that the "keep it simple" concePt of AAMUs will

introduce a new parad.igm in designin8 menus. Finally,I hope that

designerswillconsiderAAMUsasapotentialwaytomakesubmenu

selections easier for their users'
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MATERIAL FROM EXPERIMENTS

A.1 EXPERIMENTI: SELECTION TASK

Which Tæhniquc did you like the most? Rite from I lo 5' I bcing the best

. AAMUS

. ForceAÀMUS 

-
. Gsture Bæed 

-- 
-. EMUS

. Dcfâult

What did you likc the most aboul thês€ Techniqucs? And WHY

l,\rhst did yÒu likc the least sbout th6e Techniques? And WHY

\lrhil Techniquc do you think is the fastest? And WHY

Any Suggesdons?

PoststudyquestionnaifeforExperimentr(Selectiontaskwith
mouse)'

:
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General Linear Model

withln-subJæts Factore

MultlErlate Tesìsb

F

Menu Pillai's Trace

Wlks'LamMa

Hotelling's'f Eæ
Roús [ãrq6t Rool

.8e6

.114

7.791

7.791

9.349'

9.g¡g'
9.g¿g'

5.m0

5.000

5.000

5m

6.000

6.000

6.000

6 000

.008

.004

.008

m
Deptn P¡llai's TÉce

vúlks'Lambda

Hotellinq's TEè

.954

.046

93.882-
gg.osz'

2.000

2.000

LO00

9.000

.000

.000

a. Exad statÈtic

b Desion: lnteræPt
Wrrñ¡nËu¡iecs Oesign: Monu + Oepth + Menu'Deplh

Page I

Raw statistics from sPSS for Experiment r (selection task with
mouse).

Srd;it ôf népeãtéd mèãduiés Analysi's fôi complètion times.

Dept Dgpglie-ñt

11
2

3

¡ÁMUS.200

AÂMUS.3-OO

ÀaMt ts ¿ m
21

3

Defåu112.00

Default3.0O

Dêhtilt ¿ m
31

2

3

Dirætion.2.00

Dirætíd.3.00
nnd;on 4.O0

41
2

Emus.2æ

EhUs.3.CO

FmtJs ¿ m
5',!

2

Fore.200
Force.3.00

Force.4.0O

2

3

2.00

ForceAAlVU.
3.m

ForceAAMU.
4m
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a. tad stâtbtic

b. Des¡gn: lnteræpt
wrth¡n Subjecls Design: Menu + Oepth + Menu'Depth

MauchlYs Test of sphericityb

TæS tie nuil trypoúess that the eror @adanæ mtrir of the orthorcrrelized trandomed dependentvariablæ is
proportjonal to an ¡de¡tity rutrix

Tests of wlthlD-subjects Efiæts

Page 2

a. May bè ued to adjud lhe degrees of hædom for the aveEged te* d s¡gnifiænæ. C€rected l* âre disPleyed ¡n the
Tests of Wúììn-Subj* Effeds table.

b. D6ion: InteræÞt
Wrthin'subjects Desþn: Menu + Depth + Menu'DePth

rlps-l.r^-s:I
Ê

Menu Sphericity Asumed

Grænhou*-Geisd
Huynh-Feldt

Lætrbound

3.æ7F7

3.æ787

3.507F/

3.507F/

5

2.æ6

2856
1m

70144ô8.704

1.590F/

1.22887

28.448

28.488

28.4t)8

28 484

.0æ

.0m

.000

.0æ

Erro(Menu) Sphedcrty

Grænhou*-Geisq
Huynh-Feldl

LMÊbound

z]1Ê7

z31E7

73187

50

2..Oû
28.fi2

24ù2.8,'tæ
558178.652

431045.81 8

Depúr Sphericity As$med

GræDhouæ'Geìsr
Huynh-Feht

Lowtrbound

7.393F/

7.393F/
7 3%87

2
'1.148

1.N
1 000

3.697F/

6.443e7

6.161F/

1724

17L4

1724
172 Á

.0æ

.0æ

.0æ

Ero(Depth) SphedcityAs$med
crænhousGeisq

42æ?27.564 20

11 Á78

2144'n.37I

Mult¡variate Testsb

Sin

Deph Roy's La¡ged R@l î418 93 682 " 2ûO 9,000 mo

Menu'Depth Pilla¡sTEæ

Wilks'Ldbda
Hotelling's Trace

Rôv< I ãrdêd Rd

1.000

.0æ

5117.433

5l 17 4ï)

5.11782

5.11782

i 0.000

10 000

10.000

000

000

000

m

.æ4

.G4

.æ4
æ4

Wúìin
Subjects Approx. Ch¡-

dt Siô
Greenhouæ.

Mehu
0epúr

u29
12221

1Å
2

t4
n

41
.574 6m .500
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fes of W¡thin-SubJects Effds

Menu ' Deplh Spheríc¡ty Assumed

Greenhous-Geisæ¡

Huynh-Fe¡dt

L@q-bound
Erro(Menu'Depth) Sphericity AssutrÞd

Greenhou*-Ge;sæt

Huyrìh,Feldt

Lwer-Lþund

Tests of Withln-Sublects Contêts

fype lll Som
Sô

À4enu Liñear

OuâdralÈ Deplh

Cubic Depth

Order 4 Oepth

Order 5 Oepth

Depth 219e1@ t1a 219A199 ?77 19 5A3 onl
I 790Ð 1.799F' 55 357 om

8æ8780.æ3 a7s7ao m3 ¡o ¡81 .000
I 14&5S 7A9 1 148550.789 4 756 ov
4Sg3AO.l75 4BgM 175 14.7 40 .003

Erro(Menu) Linear Depth

Ouadrãtic Deoth

Cubic Deoh

Order 4 fÞoh
Order 5 Dèòth

11)?â91 552 t0 112245 155

3249341 8aq 10 324934 1U
IO 217353 U9

2ó1¿S5 19C 10 241496.520

3351 073.306 lo 3a5l07 æ1
OepEì Menu'Oepth Linear

Ouadratic
7.37887 7.37A87 1 85.306

5llq

000

E ro(DeÈh) Menu'Depth L¡near

Ouad€l¡c
3981350.779

306876.785

10

lo
398t35.078

Menu'Depth Linear Linear

OuadEtic
Quadratic Linear

QuadEtic

ru
Ouadratic

Ordet 4 Lihear

QuadÞtic
Order 5 L¡neãr

206E15.826

49 235

206815.&6 5.051 048

955

3517027 .1 4'l

374990 364

3517027 .1 41

37¿M S¿
22.156 .001

020

2r3017r.599
12À224 393

2130171.5S9

12A161A?
44.043

2.361

.000

155

421607.816

o580 031

421607.E16 7.869

114

019

1144694.147 118â69â 4A7
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Estimated Marginal Means

1. Menu

A.r rxrrnIMENTl: sELECTIoN TASK BB

P¿gc 4

Tests of Within-SubJds ContÉsts

MÞâÍ nùìh
Iype lll Sum

F
¡renu'Depth Order 5 OuadEtic 24161 103 )ò1â1 1ß 1)È .730

Lrnæf Lrnear

OuãdEtic
OuãdEùc Linear

OuadGti.
C"b¡" L.*

Ouadratic

Ord". 4 U*.
QuadEtic

Ordd 5 Linear

OuadBt¡c

4OS¡184.91 I
147X7 AM

10

10

40s48.492

'14729.7æ

1587391.475

ffiM2Ãn
10

10

1 58739.1 47

48û4.242
443654.585

526û5S 1 1 0

10 48365.459

5?m5 911

535774.72A

84043S 142

to 53577.173

æ17a51.2n l0 nqa5.12a

Tesls of Bêtwæn-subjæts Effects

qsq Ònfidên.ê ldÞruâl

Lñer Bôund
1

2

6

1930.969

2527.192

3133.548

2278.527

2046.994

99.437

162.339

æ4.8æ
12Á.286

107.901

1709.409

21ô5.478

2610,æ6

1999.æ2

1806.576

179¿ 91 5

2152528

2E88.S06

3656.761

2553.453

2287.411

)1)) 94
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Palrulse Comparisons

fr) f{ Dìtferenæ (l
sd Errot

95% Confiden^c_e lnåeryal tor

2

4

6

-59.223.
-1 202.580.

.345.559

-1 16.025

-27 651

105.656

169.235

63.587

60.806

38.8A3

.003

.000

.004

1.000

1 nôn

-1000.605

-1850.300

-588.926

-348.750

-176 467

-191.841

-554.859

-'t 02.191

1 16.700

121 186

2 1

4

6

59f,.7t3

606.357

250.665

480.1 98

ffi 573

105.656

163.297

93.279

1'12.482

118 100

003

060

342

.025

.011

191.84 1

-1231.U9

-106.345

49.693

10cÐ.605

r8.636

607.674

s10.703

'1

2

4

6

1202.580

8'/ 021

1086.555'

117 4 9A

16S.235

163.297

161.621

184.806

1A2 7¿S

.000

.060

.005

.002

m'l

554.859

-18.636

238.A41

379.239

1850.300

r231.349

1475.601

1793.870

1

2

6

345.559

-250.6ô5

-857.O21

229.533

sr7 so8

63.587

93.279

16'1.621

91.139

76 040

.@1

.u2

.005

.457

102.191

Ð7.674
-1475.601

,1 19.288

588.926

106.345

-234.441

578.354

6ß 938

1

2

4

6

116.tâ
-480.198

-1086.556

-229.5æ

88.375

60.806

112.442

184.806

91,139

71 MÁ

'1.000

.025

.002

.+57

1mo

-1 16.700

-910.703

-17Ê3.470

-5-¡8.354

-183 536

348.750

-49.693

-379.2æ

1 19.288

360.285

6 1

2

4

5

27.651

-568.573.

-1174.9æ 
-

-3'r 7.908

38.883

1 1 8.100

162.785

76.040

71 M¿

1.000

.011

.001

.028

1 000

-1 21.166

-1020.581

-1874.510

-608.938

'176.467

-1 16.565

-¿75 349

-26.878

Ba*d on 6tiroted marg¡nal mæns

'. The rean differenæ is signifiønt at üìe.05 l*el
â. Adjustment for multiple cøpansns: ElonfeÍroni.
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Eadì Ftæb the mltivañate eftec,t of Menu. Theæ tests are baæd on the liæa¡ly independent paiNise @mpârissamn9 the estjmted rorginal means

a. *ad staöstÈ

2. Depth

Oept
9596 Cônfidê¡.e lnrÞtuâl

Løer Bound
1

2

3

1 584.61 I
2272.473

î7q 41,

7¡.905

129. t 96

164 370

I 41 1.035

1 984.606

?713 4)

1758.2û3

2560.340

3446 072

Pd¡mlse Compar¡sons

'. The æan dìfÞre¡æ is signili€nt at the.O5 jevet.

a. Adju*nenl for hultjple cciDparisns: gonferoni.

Multivarlate Ts

rry independent pajBis æmperignsamng be estimted marginal reans.
a. g\ãd shüstic

Page 6

Multivariate Tes

Prllâis hæ
Wlkd larbda
Hotelling's tÈce

.886

.114
7.791

9.3¿g'
9.3¿9"

5.000
5.0@
5.000

6.000
6.000
6.000

.008

.00E

.008

95% Conf il,€nce lnleryel for
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M0lti%riaÞ Tèsts

\4r1lks'lam&a
Hotelling's trace

.046
20.818

93.682
s3 642

2.000
2.000

9.0m
9.000

000
000

Each F tesb the dttivariete efiec.l of Depth. Theæ tesE are baæd on the li¡earV ¡ndependeñt pâiMie æmpadens
among the estimled merginal means

a. Eract sbtistic

3. Menu 'Depth

Dept
95* %ñfl&nce lnteryal

I æer eôund

1

2

145S.603

1849?24

a3.s78

101.706

126 107

1272.449

1622.61 0

1646.717

2075.839

2765W

2

't737.294

24æ.439

90.218

1 62.807

2¿S 515

't536.276

2070.6E3

1S38.312

27S6.196

3 1

3

189'r.821

3167.058

4341 767

137.591

3ûr.971

15A5.250

24a7.539

2198.392

3846.576

5132 1 80

4 1

2

3

1534.327

2313.152 1 5A.758

1357.415

1959.417

)645 U7

1711.240

2666.886

5 1

2

3

1148 445

2066.652

7A.273
'115.041

153 247

1274.U3

1810.324

1622.U8

2322.979

6 1

2

3

14æ.224

1806.31 5

263 31I

63.399

91.646

r294.963

t601.111

1577.446

2009.516

2U4 557
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A.2 EXPERIMENT2: SEARCII TASK

General Linear Model

WthhSSl.d. FðdoF

WhbSlUêd Ó.ihf,: Mêñu + O&ê + fl.¡u'octrê

huchlfs h$ or spHcryb

Sublèds Áppror.Chl

odcc .4S I1.ff3
2
2

m
.003
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.il .697 m
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¡. M3y Þ usd ro ¿dius hè dry.è3 ôf hdom tu ñ. ¡vægé tes ddstuncc. cm.dèd t* arc d+Þyd ln ùê TcEi of wùhsbjèd Eftd
Þbh.

Wthþ,bld óês¡$:uenu r D&ê + M!ñu'o!vt.
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2
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-0m
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Raw statistics from SPSS for Experiment z (Search task with 3 input
devices).

Summary of Repeated measures Analysis for completion times.
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T.* dffibSú{¿ds Etêde
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a. a4û#rl brmuliplê mp¡tus: Bdffil.
'.ñè mèa¡ dfrrdcê ls igtuntal ù¿.Éldcl-

Pâ¡fti* Cohpdso6

PJÉ. CoÞpdsons

2. Dev¡ce

the¡dyln&psdml p¡lMÉ cmpituns emonglhc cEhåld m¿ryhãl

'.1! mcan ftr.nce ls sirtuntat ô! .6lwcl
¡. Aqusmnl br milplè coÞpâdtons: &nfml.

s8.160 94.727 5159 r48 fi57.171
5!3¿ 571

HdêEngb hcr

.7á

.275
22)gt
rz.¡gr'
z2-39r'

2.m0
2300
2.000

17.0@
r7.0m
t7.m

ru
m
.m

bib b. muhd¡È.füct of kru.nes. t!* aE br3êd m bê

Oe*
95X tuft.ncêìñl¿Èal

417.4tA
ga.m2

59-6æ

95.655

¿æ2.245

97.ru
192.711

5249.165

(D (J)
0lÞdcê (r

É% Coriftæê-hþNalrü

{30.724
-17D7 2U

s8.48 M 490.f 2 370.906

6¡0.724 s.Æ .0m 370.9ff 8Ð0.92
5Bt 03?

3 t707.2U r50.ø6 .m
60

r311.271 2103.250
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¡. Erad sÞBk

r lhÊ linêâdylndryndst FlÉ€ æmp¿ds¡r amng üè esh¡ted m¿Eh2t

Hdc!ing's hcè

.s2

.078
r1.ú

007E
007E
m7E

2.000
2000
2.æ0

t7.0@
t7.0m
t7.m

.000

.æ0

.m

Ead F bS 6â multoãd¿t!.tu ol

05X Cùtud..,àl.d:l

2

3

1522.792

5æ0 ofl
61A2 390

80.s1
rt8.993
160 071

6332-721

4938.&6
1692A62

5522.071

¿

2

3

4ô7,7r8
5285.175

102 085

r r7.6s
r78 255

1253.21ø

50r8.2S
59S ABA

4ff2_1æ

s125æ

3 f
2

3

4261.921

499.17t
e6.&8

I t5,t¿9
{079.883

407.251

e3.865
4891.091
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A.3 EXPERTMENT3: OBSERVATTON STUDY

T-Test

PalEd Sampl6 fed

Pâi.Pd DfferÞnc*

P¿¡r1 AAMUS-Default a 53S

Page I

Raw statistics from SPSS for trapped trials from observation study.
Summary of t-test for completion times in experiment 3.

Palred Samples Sbtlllcs

N
StC, Etrd

P¿ir 1 MMUS
Detault

i649.7333 I 305.09374 101.69791

Pal¡ed Sâmples Corelations

N

Pair 'l AAMUS & Defãuh I 4n 260

PalEd Samp16l6t

Pâ¡rPd Ditrêrcnæs

Sd Deriâlim
Sd. Errd

95% CÆnfidencê lnteNal ot the

Pãir1 ÀAMUS-Det¿uh 110 q7431 103 659¿¿ .æ5 *72Á 172 4*94 - 642
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T-Test

Palred Sanp16 Test

Pãired Diferenc6

Sio. l2-tâiledì
Pairl AAN4US-Default Â .æ1

Page I

Raw statistics from SPSS for clear trials fiom observation study.
Summary of t-test for completion times in experiment 3.

Pa¡red Samples Stat¡st¡cs

N
SH. Erq

P¿ir 1 MMUS
DeÊåult

1280.æ74 I 193.92858

)73 1137A

64.64286
qt m7q?

Pa¡red Samples Corelatlons

N

Pairl AAiúUS&Default I A)1 .007

Pa¡red Samples Test

Pe¡red DitferenG

Std Deiâtiôr
Std- Errcr

95% Corfidenæ lnteryal of the

Påir1 Mlvlus-DeÍâult -258.95556 1 58 AAd54 52 96151 -*1 nÂsm -134 A?6æ ias
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4.4 EXPERTMENT4: TESTING ALTERNATE DESIGNS

Univariate Analysis of Variance: for select task

Tests of Between.Subjects EJTects

b. .999 MS(Menu_name' ParticÞenrNo) + .001 MS(Enor)

c. .999 MS(Mtru_name' Paûic¡pentNo) + .001 MS(Eror)

d. MS(Enor)

Expected Meán Squæs4b

Sourcc

Vaäance Comoonent

(Participenl

Var
(Menu_namq

QuadEtic
Tem

lntercept

Menu_name

Part¡c¡pe¡tNo

Menu name'
PafticipentNo
Eror

77.936

.000

17.97 6

.000

.000

'ls.484

19.485

19.494

'19.51 0

nno

1 .000

1 .000

L000

1.000

1 .000

lnteEept,
Menu name

Menu name

a' For each source, be expecred mean square equals he lum ofüìe æeñcients in he ceils times the variance
componenb, plus a quadEtic tem involving,eftcts in lhe OuadGüc Tem ce¡t

b. Expeded Mean Squares.are based on the Type lll Sums ofsquares.

Estimated Marginal Means

Menu_name

a. Adjus,tment fÐrñult¡ple cômpãrisns: Boñfènpn¡.

'. The mean difference is signifcant at he .05 level.

Raw statistics from SPSS from experiment
designs.

T6ts of Betweensubjects Efiects

a..9gg MS(ParticipentNo) +.001 MS(Ercr)

1.548E7

423'1U7.291

4231178.744

14071 09.848

r28r54.73r'
128217_538

1 1 37.664

1 I 54.912

11 61.020

Paiffiise.Compüisons

Based on estimatêd marbinâ¡ means

A,AMUS Click

Curvy

Hovtr

4, testing the alternate
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Pairwise Comparisons

Based on estimated marginal means

a. Adjustme nt for mu ltiple.comparison s: Bonfenon i.

*. The mean difference is significant at the .05 level.

Univariate Tests

comparisons among the estimated marginal means

Post Hoc Tests

Men u_n ame

Multiple Comparisons

time

(t)
Menu

(J)
Menu

Mean
Difference (l-

.ll Std Enor Siq.

g5oÁ Confi dence lnterval

Lower Bound Uoper Bound

AAMUS Click

Curvy

Hover

-14.83

-25.07,

€4.89

22.712

23.320

25.127

.987

.864

.005

.74.84

-86.69

-151.29

45.19

36.55

-18.48

Click AAMUS

Curvy

Hover

14.83

-10.24

-70.06

22.712

23.579

25.368

987

.999

.035

45.1 I
-72.54

-137.09

74.84

52.06

-2 02

Curvy AAMUS

Click

' Hover

25.07

10.24

-59.81

23.320

23.579

25.S13

.864

.999

.122

-36.55

-52.06

-128;29

86-69

72.54

8.66

Hover AAMUS

Click

Curvy

84.89

70.06

59.81

25.127

25.368

25.913

.005

.035

.122

't8.48

3.02

S:66

151 .29

137.09

128.29

Based on observed means.
Thé ehor teim is Mean Square(Error) = 51022,912.

*. The mean difürence is signifcant at be '05 level.

summary of ANOVA for completion times among menu types for
select task.

-38.1 32

.61 .498

-123.257

Click AAMUS

Curvy

Hover
78.775

61 .498
Curvy MMUS

Click

Hover
140.534

123.257
Hover AAMUS

Click

Curvy

ttleFteststreeffectofMenu name.Thistestisbasedonthelinearlyindependentpa¡M¡se
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Univariate Analysis of Variance: for search task
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

a. .946 MS(ParticipentNo) + .054 MS(Enor)

b. .94.6 MS(Menu_name * ParticipentNo) +.054 MS(Enor)

c. 1 .000 Ms(M.enu_name ' ParticipentNo) + 4.91E-005 MS(Enor)

d. MS(Enor)

Expected Mean Squares4b

Snl

Variance Comoonenl

Var
(Párticipent

Var
(Menu_name

Þâ#^¡ÃÃñrÀl^\
Qradratic

lntercept

Menu_name

ParticipentNo

Menu name'
Partio-rpentNo

Enôr

86:383

.000

91 .310

.000

000

21.596

21.596

22.828

22.829

nnn

1.000

1.000

1 .000

1.000

1.000

lntercept,
Menu_name

Menu_name

a. For each source, üre eipected mean square equals he sum ofüìe coefficients in the cells times the variance
componenbs, plus a quadr¿tic tefm involving effects in the Quadratic.Term cell.

b. Expected Mean Squares.áre based on the Type lll Sums ofSquares.

Estimated Marginal Means

Menu_name

Estimates

Pairwise Compa¡isqns

Based on estimated marg¡nal means

a- Adjustment fur mult¡ple comparisons: Bonfenoni.
*. The mean difference is s¡gnÍficant at the .05 level.

lntercept Hypohesis

Enor

Menu_name Hypoûresis

Enor

ParticipentNo Hypohesis

Enor

Menu_name * Hypobesis
ParlicioentNo' Eror

3.346E9

2.23588

1.486E7

4.93887

2.354E8

4.94787

4.s'4787

4.978E8

1 587.61 4

t 67s.45i;

1 509.829

AAMUS

Click

Curvy

Hover

1664.867

1756.709

158ô.913

fl) (J)
Menu Menu

. Mean
Difie¡ence (l-

Std. Enor ^,4

95% Conñdence lnlerval for
urlTerence

Louær Bound I lnner Rornd

AAMUS CIióK

Curvy

Hover

-91.U2

77.9U

-231.061

55.683

55.623

55_683

.596

.968

.000

.239.005

s9.048

-378.224

55.321

224.956

€3.898

Click .AAMUS

Curvy

Hover

91.U2,

1 69.796

- t39.219

55.683

55.623

55 6S3

.596

.014
n74

-55.32r1

22.794

-ànÀ qnr

239.005

31 6.798

7.944

Curvy AAMUS

. Click

Hover

-77.5U
-1 69.796

-30E.01 5

55.623

55.623

55.623

.968

.014

.000

-224.956

-31 6.798

45A O17

69.048

-22.794

-'t 62 013

Hover AAMUS

Click

Curw

.231.061

139.21 9

30s.01 5

55.683:

55.683

55.623

.000

.075

000

83.898

-7.9M
162 013

378.224

286.382

456 01 7
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Univariate Tesls

The F tèsts he eñect of Men u-name. This test ¡s based on the linealy ¡ndeperident pa¡Mise comparisons
among the estimated marginal means-

Post Hoc Tests

Menu name

Multiple Comparisons

time

(l) (J)
Menu_ Menu_

Mean
Diference (l-

St¡l Frn¡ Sio

95oó Conñdence lnteryal

l ower Floilnd I lôñÞr I

AAMUS Cl¡ck

Curvy

Hover

-83.10

57.53

-214.82

63.310

55.91 3

69.581

.717

.886

.013

-250.25

-90.07

-398.57

84.U
205.1 3

-31.07
Cl¡ck PÁMUS

Curvy

Hover

83.10

140.63

-131 72

63.310

62.447

74.932

.717

.139

.3Sr

-84.04

-24.24

-329.54

250.25

305.50

66.10
Curvy AAMUS

Click

Hover

-57.53

-140.63

-272.35

55.9't 3

62.447

68 7S6

.886

.139

.001

-205.1 3

-305.50

-454.03

90.07

24.24

-s0 66
Hover A,qMUS 2.t4.82 6S 581 013 31.07 398 57

Based on obserued means.
The enor tem is Mean SouarelEnor) = 434766.073

Multiple Comparisons

_time

(t) (J)
Menu Menu
_nam _na

Mean
Difference (l-

Std. Enor Sio

95% Confidence lntêrual

Lower BôrJn.l UDDer Bound
Hover Cl¡ck

CUrvy
131.72

aa) 14
74.932
AA 7ôA

.391

.001

-66.1 0

ON AÂ

329.54

Based on obseryed means.
The eror term is Mean Square(Ercr) = 434766.073.

'. The mean difürence is significant at tre .05level.

Summary of ANOVA for completion times among menu
search task.

types for
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A.5 EXPERTMENT5: FINAL STUDY

Means

IDå!aset1] E:\HCI_re_coDE\Enn_SlN\experimenÈ-ResulEs\March2009\March2\b\finaÌ-all.sav

Cas Pl@sÊlñg sùhmõry

16æl

tæ01

1æ01

100.0%

1æ O%

tm.0%

lm 0*

0

0

0

0%

0%

1æ0t

rMr
r6ær

rm.0%

r@.0%

t@.0%

Compbdd-rlme'Monu_¡åñ

N

MMUS-qB

Deladl

17Æ.98

172f.g
1749.98

x24.97

4i97

4214

4218

41n

7S.013

727.æ5
n7.36f
8.146

N

1459.27

2S5_78

1q6
63S

521.202

f24,117

0

1

161t.28

2013.63

u20
8S1

671.Æ
780.6æ

Compldon_th. '&vlc.

Cmplodon_ünè '$ad$hd

ComÞtoiloñ ilffi 'R!{o

æ
75

t&1.64
r765.85

1023
6578

762.979

740,4S

Summary of mean completion times from experiment 5 for all menu
types, device types and task types.
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Univariate AnalYsis of Variance

4.5 rxnnnrMnNT5: FrNAL sruDY 1o4

Between-subjects Factors

1302
't306

1 304

1 293

3169

2036

160

163

162

162
'163

164

164

161

164

163

160

163

164

161

164

160

163

164

158

163

164

164

163

163

1M

164

162

163

164

161

163

1M

42

43

44

45

4ô

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

Page I



b. f.000 MS(MÐu_namê. pedcÞenü{o) + .O0o MS(Emr)
c. i.000 tß(Ratio . padicir¡S,lo) + 9.r1E{0s MqEtrù)
d 1 000 Ms{MÐu-name ' Pãñcjpe¡ilo) + Msß aùo ' hr¡dpo*o) - r.0m MS(M!¡ u_ñame . Rario , padìcip€nrNo)!. 1.000 MqMsu_namê. Rario, panjctp!¡tNo) +.000 MS(ÊrcD
f HS(Mnu_namê - Rãtio. p¡ddpfltNo)
g. 1J¡0 Ms(Menu_namê. Rario. padíctpenNo)+.m HS(Ercr)
h. Ms(Er)

4.5 EXrERTMENT5:

Teds of B*êhSújlds Eræb

FINAL STUDY 1O5

PaEe 2

Srurc¿ TÞe lllSm
of Sdärês ¡ l*

lh¡

I 
Mdu-name HpobÊsjs

læ
Raöo HÞùds

hû
PåffipntNo Hypdds

E16
Menu_nâmè'Rãtio Hypúds

Eru

ls':'-Jgl]J"' HFoürccs
úú

Raùo'PãdichcnNo HFoheJs
Eru

l"üt;'lts't""' H'ohêsis

-il¡mfi==#.::

I 8.0mE9

I s.,,n-
| ,.zrtet
I z¡ztp,

5073843.908

5036366.186

L f20E7
4873996.282

879387.507

2.f399
2.721E7

2.13A87

5035492.109

2. t39F¡
2.13881

7 76SFÊ

l1
| 3r.000

l3
I e3.ozo

lr
3t.005

3t

21.69

3

s3.026

93

93

3l
93.015

93

| 8.0ÐEs
I z.uzpø

I zlrua
I zezgg.¡zaù

lsozrursoa
t62& 73r'

29419A2.667

zzsw¿.1g7 o

233tæ.f 69

2ugBos.ssl "
29xn.005
zægm.q2'
te2¿lszm I

nøstt.tùs I

zrnszo.on I

I 273S 803

I 
",,n

| ,,,*
'i:
1.273

'''i
ræs 

l

t-:
.000

.æ8

::]
-,1

Ratio

PaddpslNo

Paild-ptrtNo
Rato'PadicþrnNo
Mm!_namr. Ratio.
P¡ûctpëñlNo
Err

åf{:ïiijäj:fui:+m*i 
a quaarcrcm hvotohe

b. &pêded Mêån SquårÊs ¿rê t€sÊd on lhê Tlpc ilj Sums ol5+ù6.
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Estimated Marginal Means

2. Menu name

Baseal on ælinãted marginel means

a. Aqushent br mtþle compãrison s: Bonfmni.
'. The mean dñeiE¡ce is s¡gnifcanl at hr .05 level.

1. Grà¡d Meæ

1275 ß 5.6æ 1tu,219 'l286316

A,AMUS

MMUS_Cf cl<

A'AMUS_Orrvy

Delhüt

Pairy¡æ Cohpüieñs

(t) (J)
Mean

DifleHæ (l
Std Emr

95% Confdeñce hþoel lor

Lo*r Bound
AAMUS_CIck

AAMUS_Cuwy

Dehùi

9.182

-2t.530

t5.s08

t5.90s
1.000

1.000

-32-805

-63.518

5r.169

m.457

AA¡lUS_Clfd( A,AMUS

AAMUS_Curvy

Dehuh

-9.t82

-30.712

-æt 878

15.908

t5.900
1.000

.321

m0

-51.t6S

-72_877

32.805

11 251

AÂMUS_Grrvy AÂMUS

AAMUS_CIck

Def¿ult

2r,530

30:t12
J5.809

r5.900
l5s0

r.000

.321

ñm

-m.$7
-11 254

103:210

83.518

72.An
-ria 1J)

AAMUS

AAMUS_Crck

AAMUS CUN

282.697

2S1-S78

?61 t6Â

i5.fr¡8
l5 s30

.000

.000

240.63t

219 83s

324.762

333.921

-. | ,.¡orro I as5 | tsuðJzzu I I I
The F tesls be eftc1 of Menu-name.lhis les ls bat"d ø thãl¡¡æly ln¿epäãttt paivise comparisons among rhe èstimated marei¡al ñeens,

Ptge 3
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U nivariate Analysis of Variance

B etween-Subjects Factors

N

Menu_name MMUS
AAMUS_Click

AAMUS_CurvY

Ratio

Participent No

Default

60

75

1

2

3

4

5

b

7

I
I
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

38

3S

41

42

43

M
45

46

47

48

4S

50

51

52

53

u

1 299

1 298

1 307
't296

3171

2029

163

163

163

1M

164

162

164

162
't63

't64

160

164

164

1ô3

163

158

161

163

163

164

164

163

158

164

164

162
'lô0

160

164

163

162

161

Page I



Tegs of BetuêensubJeds Êtæb

lnleEèpl ¡tFúds
Erd

Mmu_namê Hlpohds
Eru

Ralio H)túêds
Erø

PâôdFnNo Hpo$ds
Effi

Mmu_namê'Ratio HFo$6ls
hù

Meru-n¿mè' HFob¿sts
tsenEtDdO' úõt
Raüo'PadidpdNo HFo$6js

Effi
Mênu_namè'Râtio. HÞúds
PampenlNo

L3r3Et0
1.92186

2.260E7

388S3360b
1.082F¡

Lt 19E8

1923022.O15

1.f66Eô

r siæ8.095
338766.Ho
386s5.948
3387S8.016r

1 1 18666.205

338778.4ffie

3387S.0r6

VaÍi¿ncê Cmponsl

(Pártciænt
(Mqù_namê

ValRado'
(Mênu-nam.

'Ra6o' ôådÈtÍc
lnle@l

RaSo

Pånic¡pêrrNo

Mènù_namë'Ratlo

Pàdic'FNo
Raüo'PádhþenNo
Menu-¡am!'Ratlo.
PadicipenlNo
Emr

t 54.55r

.0m

.0m

19.570

.000

.0æ

.000

.0m

38.638

38 638

.000

38.6.12

.000

38.049

.000

.000

n276

.000

n276

n 285

.000

.000

77 255

.000

1s.31 I

193t I

f9.31 s

t9.32t

1S.3tB

19i24

19,321

19.324

Lm0

1.000

l_000

L000

1.000

'1.000

t.000

1.000

I 000

lnlæryt.

R¡Ëo,

Ratio

Râlio-
Ra$o,

Râtio

b. 1.000 MS(Me¡u_namÈ' padicìpe¡No)+.Om ilS(Emr)
c. l.0rr0 MS(Raùo'ÊådjdpènNo) + .OOO MqBr)
d. LòOO MS(Mdu-nañè ' PãÉcìHilo) + ß(Íia$o . pâñdpent,to) - t.m MS(Msu_namè . Ratio . pãdHpelNo)
ê. t.000 MS(Menu_name' Rãt¡o - pãrflciFntNo) + .000 MqEmD
I MqMe¡u_nâme' Rãtio. pårtcþênrNo)

g. 1.000 MS(Menu_name' Ratio' p¡ñdpentÑo)+.OOO Mqhr)
h. MS(Ercr)

Erpccbd Mcu Squæs\b

4.5 rxnrnrMnNTs: FrNAL sruDy 108

Patc 2

:*1ï:åisJ:å;"i:i:Hx?î.meansqÙ¡rêcq¡jals'hê$'ofU'";@as¡d.abcteminvokjn9
b. Erpedld Meân Squer€s aE based ø th! Typè lll Sums olsqùares.
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Estimated Marginal Means

l. c{ild MeÐ

2. Menu name

PaiBise comparisons

Based on estimated marginal means

'. The meãn difference is s¡gnificant at he .05 level.

a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonfercni.

LJnivdiâle Tests

Sum of
F SiÕ

ContEst

Eror
6.781E7 3 2.260E7 98.666 .000

The F tests üe effeil of Menu-name. Thìs test ls based on the linearly independent pa¡Mise comparisons

among the estjmated marg¡nal means.

Page 3

95o1, CMfidence lnleruâl

lnnêr Bôrnrl

1629.381 6 Êfì6 616 03S 164272d

adF
Inleruel

AAMUS

AAMUS_Click

AAMUS_Curvy

Def¿ult

1586.139

1530.300

1571.720

3.612

3.625

3.572

3 6¿0

559:455

503,590

545.t13

802.62ô

il2.424
557.01 0

598.327
R5Â 1nA

(t) (J)
Mean

Oifürence (l-
Sld Emr ø

95% Confdence lnleryal for
nft.añ^À'

AAI\,IUS AAMUS-CIÌCK

A.AMUS-CurvY

Oefau lt

55.840

14.419

tL3 2?7

19.259

19.222

1S 27i

.023

1.000

.000

5.010

-36.3 13

-?ø NRA

I 06.670

65.1 51

-1q7 369

AAMUS_CI¡ck MMUS
AAMUS-CurvY

D eÊu lt

-55.840

41.421,

-rq0 nâ7

1S.259

1 9.23'|

lo r70

.023

.188

-1 06.670

-92.177

-349.949

-5.010

s.336

-tÁA 1%

MMUS_Curvy AAMUS

AAMUS_Click

Dehult

-14.419

41.421,

-?57 6¿6

19.222

19.231

1S 242

1.000

_188

.000

-65.1 51

-9_336

-308.431

36.313

s2.177

-206.86'l

Dehult AAMUS

. MMUS_Click

MMUS Curvy

243.221

299.067

2a7 ÊÅ6

19.270

1 9.279

1C?¿?

000

000

192.368

244.1U
206.861

294.086

349.949

în9 ¿11
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Univariate Analysis of Variance, touch, select, ratio

Betwe+Subiects Faclqs

N

AAMUS

AAMUS_Cl¡ck

AAMUS_Curvy

D efau lt

60

75

Participent No l8
lô

20

21

22
a1

24

26

27

28

)a

30

31

32

33

35

36

40

805

803

811

796

I 959

I 256
't6l

164

160

'161

158

162

162

162

163

163

162

155

161

159

159

't 63

162
'l55

162

l6t

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

TlP""lll-s:r
dt Siô

lntercept Hypohesis

Eror
Menu_name Hypohesis

Emr

1.403E10

1.231 E8

4.948E7

3 Ã47E.7

I
I 9.001

3

1.403E1 0

6.480E6

1.649F7

6rlgoo.sot o

216s.00t

26.979

.000

.000

a. 1.000 MS(ParticþentNo) + .000

b..999 MS(Msu_name' ParticipentNo) +.00J MS(Eftri
c. 1.000 MS(Rat¡o ' Participenü.,1o) + .000 MS(Emr)
d.l.000MS(Menu-name'Partjc¡penÙ'to)+ MS(Ratio'Participend{o)-1.000MS(Menu_name.Ratio.participentNo)
e. .999 MS(Menu_name' Ratio. ParticipentNo) + .001 MS(Ercr)
f.- MS(Menu_name ' Ratio' ParticipentNo)

g. 1.000 MS(Menu_name ' Ratio ' PanicipentNo) + .000 MS(Ercr)
h. MS(Eror)

PaBe I
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lesls of B€Meen-SubjEcts Eñæb

TFe lll Sum

Ra6o Hypoh¿s¡s

Erd
PadicipotNo HypobÊsis

Eru
Menu_neñê'Rãl¡o HFothesis

Eru
Mmu_neñe' HFoú'esig
PediciffitNo' ÊÍot
Ratjo'P¿l¡dpentNo Hlpoh6is

Emr
Menu-n¿me'Ratio' HFohesls
PadkioenNo'mr

2975384.396

2.605E7

r.23tE8

3.456F¡

42r¡93.935

2.41287

3,486E7

2.410F.7

2.605F¡

2.4287
2.140t7
I 0188S

1

f 9.003

i9

57.0€1

57

19

57.03S

29753e.396

r.37r E8

648r51 2.086

1.555E6

112597.97A

¡zao¡r.roz o

611550.r79

¿2eogo.oget

1 371240.709

¿zeos¡.zooe
428096.0S8

2.110

1.t69

.333

1.125

3203

1.285

.r57

.00r

.801

091

o00

075

a. l.qto MS(PedicipentNo) + -000 MS(Eror)

b. .999 MS(Mênu_nam!'ParücþenlNo) + .001 MS(Erù)
c. 1.000 MS(Rallo ' Padjcjpm$¡o) +.000 MS(E¡rcr)

d.l.000MS(Menu_name'PenjcipentNo)+ MS(RaEo'PadicipentNo)-1.000MS(MÐu_name.Râtio.paiicipentNo)

e..999 MS(Menu_namê' Ralio' Pâdlc-JpentNo)+.0OÍ MqEß)
f. MS(Menu_namê' Ratio' PanicþentNo)

g. 1.000 MS(Mfiu_name' RaÌlo'PailicipentNo) + .000 MS(Ercr)

h. MS(Emr)

Erpected Meú squæsrb

Veñancê Comenèñl

(Padicipenl
lMenu name

^yi1¡lls:.
(Menú_name

'Raüo' OJadEùc

lnlercept

Menu_name

Ralio

Pefric¡penlNo

Menu_nemê'Ratio

Menu name'
PaÍicipentNo
Ratio' P¿dlcipen¡No

M€nu name'Rat¡o'
Perl¡c'rpenlNo

Emr

152-789

.000

.000

152.835

.000

.000

.000

.000

38.19?

38.t99

.000

38.209

.000

38,25

.000

.000

76.394

.000

76.394

t6.417

.000

.000

t6.417

.000

r9.099

1S.100

19.099

19.r01

19.100

19.1't3

I Lt04

ls.1 I 3

1.000

r.000

i.000

Lm0

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

lntercept.
Menu nane.
Râtio,
Menu_nare
Ratio

Menu_nam,
Menu_neñe
Raùo

Ratio,

Râtio

Menu neme'
Rato-

a. For each io-urce. be e¡peded meãn sqùare equ¡ls be sum ofüe coeíicie¡b in he cells tjmês he vadance componenF, plus a quadEûc lm lnvolvlng
eñects ¡n ùe OuadEtic Tem ce[-

b. E¡peled Meen SqueEs arc based on tbeT)æc lll Süms olSeares.
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4.5 Exrnnrurrur5: FrNAL sruDy -t72

Estimated Marginal Means

2. Menu name

Based on est¡mated marginai means

a. Adiustment fol multiple comparisons: Bpnfercni.

'. The mean difürehce is significant at $e .O5level.

Eslimates

Univaiate Tests

Thê F tests be èfüc't of Menu-name. This test ls based bñ the linearly.indépendent paiMise compadsons
among the eÈtimated riarg¡nal means.

Page 3

summary of univariate ANovA for touch pad device and select
task, in experiment 5.

AAMUS

AAMUS_Click

AAMUS_Curvy

Default

2089.455

2149.797

2093.579

Pairwise Compaiìsons

(J)(l)
¡¡^-..

Mean
DiftrÐce (L

t\ -qtd Fmr

95% Confidence lnl,erual for
Dffi¡a.^- _

Lôwr Rôrih.i UoDer Bound
AAMUS AAMUS_CIICk

AAMUS_Curvy

Defauh

-60.356

4.227
J11 583

29.479

29.447

zs.ör o

.241

1.000

.000

-1 38.1 81

-81.967

-389.768

17.468

73.512

-233.398
A,qMUS_Cl¡ck A-AMUS

A,AMUS_Curuy

Defau lt

60.356

56.1 29

-251227

29.479

29.442

29.ô1 1

.244

.340
nnn

-17.468

-2'1.597

-329.398

'138.181

1 33.854

-173 056
ÀAMUS-CUMy AAMUS

AÄMUS_Ctick

Default
-56.1 29

¡07.356

29/47
29.442

2S.57S

'l:000

.340

00n

-73.512

-1 33.854

-385.443

I t .967

21.597

-225.269
Default AAMUS

AAMUS_Click

AAMUS Cum

31 'l.583

251.227

307.356

29.6 t 6

29.61 |
?a Ã70

.000

.000

233.398

173.056

229 265

389.768

329.398
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Univariate Analysis of Variance, touch, search, ratio

Between-Subjects Factors

R atio

Paiicipent No

AAMUS

AAMUS_Clìck

AAMUS_Curvy

0efau lt

60

75

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

1q

26

28

29

30

3l

33

35

36

37

40

791

807

796

1524

1257

162

163

1&t
't 58
'164

163

161

163

157

162

161

156

t53
'l51

160

153

164

152

156

158

Tests of Between-Sub.¡ects Effects

a. .999 MS(ParticipentNo) +.001 Ms(Êror)

b..999 MS(Menu_name' PartjcípentNo) +.001 MS(Ercr)

c. .999 MS(Ratio' Participenb'lo) + .00'l MS(Eror)

d. 1.000MS(Menu-nametParticipenü.,1o)+ MS(Ratjo'ParticipentNo)-1.000MS(Menu_name'Rat¡o'ParticipentNo)

e. .9gg MS(Menu_name ' Ratio' ParticipentNo) + .00.l MS(Emr)

f. MS(Menu_name * Ralio' ParticipentNo)

g. 1.000 MS(Menu_name ' Rat¡o ' Partic¡pentNo) + .000 MS(Emr)

h. MS(Eror)

Page I



T6ts ol 8etuemsubjeds Effects

a. .099 MS(Padjc¡pmtì.Jo) +.O0t MqEru)

PerticipentNo Hypdeis
hú

Menu_nahe'Ratio Itpoh6is
Ertr

Menu_nenÈ. FtvDüds
PaäcipentNo útr
Ra6o'Pàdjc¡pen$lo Hlpùæis

tu
Mmu_namè'Ratio. l-tøohds
PaniciomlNo' tsrd

970t350.r 19

916300.700 
c

7547884.89r

73Æ2U.070d

76895r.946

s96163.0850

5r 8008.r79

696372.642 
|

9l 8535.620

8ÊA274.A27e

696372.6¿2

4.5 ExnrnrMENTs: FrNAL sruDy 7a4

b, .999 MS(Mñu_name' pantcþffiNo) + .Crot MqEmr)
c. .999 MS(Ratio'PadicFst¡o) +.001 MS(Ertr)
d.l.000MS(Msu_n¡mè.padicip€nNo)+ MS(Ratio.panicjpfftNo)_f.O00MS{Mênu_name.Rario.pâticjp$lNo)
e,.99à MS(Menu_name. Ratio. p¿dicipðtNo) + .001 MS(Emr)
t Ms(MÐu_name' Ratio. partcjpÐrNo)

g. ,l.000 Ms(Mmu_name' Ratio ' pedicjfEnrNo) + .OOO MS(ErcD
h- MS(Em¡)

Expected Mcu SquæsS

Varience CmÐnenl

(Pe¡ticipe¡t
(Møu name

Ve(Reüo'
(Menu_nåhÊ

'Ratio' qredElic

Menu_name

Ratio

PadjdpentNo

Menu_name'Rãl¡o

Menu name'
PailicipøtNo
R atio ' PaiicÞêñtN o

Mmu name'RaËo'
Partlcì!ê,id.¡o
Ercr

15r.756

.000

.000

t51 _831

.000

.000

.000

.000

37.939

37,84t

.000

37.958

.000

37.974

.000

.000

75.878

.000

75.ø7A

75.517

.000

.000

75.9r 7

.000

18.970

r8.970

r8.970

18.979

18.970

18.987

10.s7s

t8.987

t0m

1.æ0

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

r.000

1 000

lnlercept,
Msu oame.
Rab'o.

Ratio-
Aldu_name,
Msu name'
Ràtio -

Ralio,

Ratio-

Menu-hahe'
Raüo

:*3.'"iÎi.'"dí:Li:ñ'#*Î.men5qU¡reeQâlslhe'u'otu"@agUãû¡Êlm¡nYoþing
b. Expe*d Mèen Squares are be*d e the lypê l¡¡ Sums olsquar4
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4.5 rxrrnrMENT5: FrNAL sruDY 715

Estimated Marginal Means

2. Menu_name

Estimates

Paimise Comparisons

marginal

Adjustment fu r mult¡ple comparisons: Bonfemni.

The mean difierence ¡s significant at he .05 level.

tlniviliate Tests

TheFtéstsüeeñectofMenu name.Thistestisbásedonthel¡nearlyìndependentpa¡Misecomþarisons
among the estimated marginal means.

PaZe 3

summary of univariate ANOVA for touch pad device and search

task, in experiment 5.

AAMUS

AAMUS_Click

AÂMUS_Curvy

Defãuh

(t) (J)
llon¡¡ nrmc ilênl

Mean
0ifürence (l-

t\ Std Emr a

95% confidence lnleryal for
ñffiran¡e'

Bôilnrl IJôDer Bound

AAMUS AAMUS-C¡ick

AAMUS_Curvy

Detuuh

71.522

20.532

-31 ? 356

34.549

34.688

34.736

.231

1.000

.000

-19.686

-7'1.046

404.058

162.730

I 12.109

-220.654

AAMUS_CI¡ck AAMUS

AAMUS_curvy

Default

-71.522

-50.991

-383.878

34.549

34.533

34.581

.231

.839
nnn

-162.

-'t42.

475.

730

r59

t72

'19.686

40.17s

-292.5U

MMUS-Curvy AAMUS

AAMUS_Click

Default

-20.532

50.991

-332.888

34.688

34.533

u.721

't.000

.839

.000

-112

40
424

t09

t78

;50

71.046

142.1 59

-241.225

Defautt AAMUS

AAMUS-Cl¡ck

AAMUS Curw

31 2,356

383_878

11? eeq

34.736

34.581

u.72'1

.000

.000

nno

220.654

292.5U
aAf a)q

404.058

475.172

424.550

Based
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